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Strategic Intent
To be MENA’s leading
international bank.

Our Objectives
• To create a high performing client-centric bank.
• To continue to grow our primary banking
franchises in MENA and Brazil.
• To seek inorganic opportunities that will
complement our primary markets, international
network and capabilities.
• To enhance the Group’s operating model whilst
preserving our organisational health.
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Our Promise
A team committed
to your success.

Core Values
Client-Centric
We are committed to knowing our customers
and developing long-term relationships.

Collaborative
We work together as one team across our
international network, providing a superior client
experience.

Consistent
We are trusted to deliver every time in the right
way, demonstrating integrity to all our stakeholders.
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Arab Banking Corporation, popularly known
as Bank ABC, was incorporated in Jordan
in 1990 as a Jordanian public shareholding
company. It is a member of Bank ABC
Group, one of the largest Arab International
Universal Banks with its headquarter in the
Kingdom of Bahrain and network spread
across the Middle East, North Africa, Europe,
America and Asia.
Bank ABC Jordan is headquartered in Amman
and has 27 branches and 52 automatic teller
machines (ATMs) in the Kingdom.
Bank ABC Jordan offers a complete
range of services that include banking,
commercial, treasury, finance, and loans,
as well as corresponding bank services
and international banking operations.
It also offers investment services and
brokerage in securities (locally, regionally,
and internationally) on behalf of its clients
as well as financial consultancy through its
affiliate company ABC Investments (ABCI).
Bank ABC Jordan focuses on keeping pace
with technological developments to offer its
clients the latest electronic services.
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Directors’ Report

“The Bank has achieved excellent
results in 2015, with net profits after
tax reaching JD15.6 million, compared
to JD13.4 million for the previous year; a
growth rate of 16.4%”
Mr. Sael Al Waary
Dear shareholders,
It is with great pleasure and immense
appreciation that I present to you, on
behalf of myself and my colleagues,
the members of the Board of Directors,
the twenty sixth annual report of Arab
Banking Corporation (ABC Jordan), and its
financial statements for the year ending 31
December 2015.
The Bank has continued on a successful
path, despite the passing of more than
six years since the international financial
crisis and the continuation of that state
of affairs and its consequences. This has
been accompanied by the impact of the
challenges that face our Arab region. This
continued success is grounded in the
clear and concerted effort of the Bank’s
executive management in all its divisions,
which is based on the execution of the
plans and clear directives of the Board of
Directors.
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The Bank’s strong performance within the
prevailing international financial conditions,
accompanied by several different qualitative
and negative challenges in the region,
confirms the Bank’s sound strategic plan
and its framework of governance. Despite
the decrease of growth rates in Jordan
within all economic sectors and the effects
of the national deficit on the local economy,
the Bank was able to achieve excellent
results during 2015, wherein its net profit
after tax reached JD15.6million, compared
to JD13.4million for the previous year, at a
growth rate of 16.4%. This was achieved as a
result of the efforts of the Bank’s executive
management and staff in bringing about
the Bank’s strategic plan for continued
growth, particularly in personal banking,
where the gross income in 2015 rose to
approximately JD47.7million, compared
to JD44.3million in 2014; a growth rate of
7.6%. This is as a result of the increase in
income from interest and bank charges to
approximately JD42.1million, compared to
JD38.6million in 2014; a growth rate of 9.1%.

The Bank’s assets total JD1billion for 2015,
and shareholder equity increased at a rate
of 4%, reaching JD153million, compared to
JD147million in 2014.
The Bank has also managed to increase
its credit facilities portfolio during the
year by 4.4%, reaching JD525million,
compared to JD503million for the previous
year, due to the qualitative improvement
that accompanied this increase. This
emphasises the success of the Bank in
retaining the quality of the credit portfolio,
and reinforces its ability to manage its
assets and take optimal advantage of
the opportunities available in capital
investment, whilst retaining the balance
between liquidity, profit and level of risk.
Customer deposits reached JD651million
during the year, where current and savings
accounts made up 20.5% of total customer
deposits, which reflects client confidence
and the strength of their relationship with
the Bank. This growth has allowed for the
retention of a good level of liquidity.
In 2015, the Treasury Department was
able to develop all its investment activities
in the financial market, customer service
and corporate banking, and was able
to grow significantly, in parallel with the
Bank’s general growth. The Treasury was
able to achieve its targets during 2015 by
managing the Bank’s assets and liabilities
in an efficient manner, ensuring a balance
between profit and risk, in particular,
liquidity risks and interest rates. The
Treasury increased its contribution to the
Bank’s earned profits and achieved its
target growth, as set out at during 2015.
Despite the aforementioned economic
conditions and challenges, the Bank was
able, through its corporate facilities group,

to widen its customer base through
attracting new customers and low risk
accounts, in addition to increasing the
ceiling of credit facilities for existing
customers, within the framework of the
Bank’s conservative credit policy. The
net balance of the portfolio reached
JD217million as of 31 December 2015, at a
growth of 4% of total income, as compared
to the previous year. The Bank was also
able to contribute to the financing of
the energy, trade, food, manufacturing
and mining sectors, in addition to the
construction sector, by following a strategy
which aims to reinforce and diversity its
relationships with the major companies
in the Kingdom, and by offering a variety
of products and services in the areas of
opening and financing letters of credit,
issuing guarantees, money management
and other banking services, with the goal
of increasing revenue.
Arab Co-operation Financial Investments
Co. was able to retain its position as one of
the leading brokerage firms in the financial
sector, ranking sixth amongst the sixty
brokerage firms listed on the Amman Stock
Exchange, and was able to retain its market
share of 3.4%, whilst maintaining its prudent
fiscal policy of avoiding the consequences
of the local financial crisis and the reality of
the prevailing challenges, in all their forms.
On a related matter, Arab Banking
Corporation, as well as its related units,
has undertaken a modernisation of its
logo and changed its trading name to
Bank ABC. The launch of the Corporation’s
new identity coincided with the thirty fifth
anniversary of its establishment.
The launch of the new corporate identity
and the adoption of a new marketing

strategy reflects the strong commitment
of the group and the Bank in offering
superior services to its customers,
and confirms that the success of our
customers and all our business partners is
a fundamental target that the Bank seeks
to meet. This will be reflected in the new
motto for the Bank; “A Team Committed to
your Success”.
It is important to note that the legal names
of Arab Banking Corporation and its
affiliates have remained unchanged.
Based on the financial results in 2015,
the Board of Directors recommends
the approval of the distribution of cash
dividends to shareholders at the rate of
9% of the issued share capital.
In conclusion, please allow me to thank Dr.
Khaled Kagigi, outgoing Chairman of the
Board of Directors for all his contributions
in the service of the Bank. I would also like
to thank, on your behalf, the customers
of ABC (Jordan), whose trust in us we
value, and also the staff of ABC (Jordan),
for their efforts, and commitment to the
implementation of the well thought-out
and practical guidelines and regulations
of the Central Bank of Jordan, which
have been constructed in support of the
national economy, under the auspices of
His Majesty King Abdullah II bin Al-Hussein,
may God protect and keep him.
May peace and the mercy of God, and His
blessings be upon you.

Sael Al Waary
Chairman

“The Bank’s balance sheet has witnessed
balanced growth in shareholder equity,
which rose to JD153million”
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Board of Directors

Mr. Sael Al Waary

Mr. Bashir Matok

Mr. Suleiman Al Azzabi

Mr. Usama Zenaty

Mr. Hakam Zawaideh

Chairman – Jordanian citizen

Deputy Chairman – Libyan
citizen

Director – Libyan citizen

Director – Libyan citizen

Director – Jordanian citizen

RC NC ‡ ð

RC AC ‡ ð

AC NC GC ‡ §

RC GC ‡ ð

AC NC ‡ ð

MBA in Financial
Management University of
Hull, England.
Bachelor’s in Accounting,
Garyounis University,
Mr. Al Waary is currently the Benghazi, Libya.
Executive Vice President
and Group Chief Operating Mr. Matok is currently
Officer of ABC Group, which General Manager Long Term
he joined in 1981. He brings Portfolio since 2012. Mr.
Matok previously held the
with him more than 33
years of banking, leadership position of Deputy General
Manager (Capital Market)
and management
experience garnered from Long Term Portfolio from
the many senior positions 2004 to 2012. During the
he has held in both London period from 1998 to 2004,
he was the senior vice
and Bahrain. Mr. Al Waary
is also the Chairman of the president (Head of Portfolio
Arab Banking Corporation Department) Pak Libya
Holding Co. before that he
Jordan and the Chairman
was a Financial Analyst
of Arab Financial Services
in the Libyan Foreign
Company B.S.C.(c) and
Investment co.. He is also
has previously served on
a Member of the board of
the Boards of Banco ABC
directors of Libyan Foreign
Brasil and Arab Banking
Bank, Libyan Foreign
Corporation Egypt S.A.E.
Investment Co., Pak Libya
Holding Co., and Iskan Co.
For Touristic & Hotel, and
previously he was a Member
of the board of directors of
Asian stock fund.
B.Sc. (Hons) degree in
Computer Sciences,
University of Reading,
United Kingdom.  

AC

Member of the Audit Committee

GC

Member of the Corporate Governance Committee

RC

Member of the Risk Committee

NC

Member of the Nominations & Compensation Committee

‡

Non-Executive

æ

Executive

§

Independent

ð

Non -Independent
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Master Degree in Finance &
Banking Sciences, The Arab
Academy for banking and
financial sciences.
Mr. Al Azzabi is currently the
CEO of National Commercial
Bank of Libya and has
previously held several senior
positions in the banking
sector. Mr. Al Azzabi began his
career in 1988 at the Libyan
Foreign Bank until 1997 when
he moved to the Turkish
Libyan Leasing Company as
Deputy General Manager and
remained there until 2004. In
recent years, Mr. Al Azzabi has
been CEO, Director, and Board
member at several commercial
banks in Libya, Bahrain,
Jordan, and Britain. He
served as General Manager
of the Foreign Exchange and
Financial Services Company
“Sarafa” in Libya until 2009
when he was appointed as
Deputy CEO at Wahda Bank
and subsequently acting
CEO. Mr. Al Azzabi also served
on the Board of Directors of
several banks and financial
services companies including
UBAF Bank Bahrain, Arab
Leasing Co. – Algeria, National
Commercial Bank – Libya,
Financial Services Company
– Bahrain, Tanmeyah Bank
– Libya, Sahara Insurance,
Foreign Exchange & Financial
Services Co, Libyan Stock
Market, Union des Banques
Maghrébines, Union of Arab
Banks, Arab Turk Leasing
Company – Turkey, and is
currently on the board of
directors of Arab Banking
Corporation (Jordan). Mr. Al
Azzabi has also served as an
expert in corporate finance,
bank governance, banking
regulations, and Islamic
banking concept development
and regulations setup in Libya.

Bachelor’s in Business
Administration, with a minor
in International Finance,
United States International
University (Alliant
International University) San Diego, California.
Mr. Zenaty started his
career as a Credit Analyst in
Arab Banking Corporation,
New York during the period
from 1986 to 1989. Mr.
Zenaty worked in Banco
Atlántico, Madrid where he
graduated in positions until
he held the position of Vice
President & Area Director\
Head of Middle East &
Africa- MENA. After that he
worked in ABC International
Bank- Madrid in during
the period from 20042011, where he held the
position of Representative
& Country Manager Spain/
Portugal. Mr. Zenaty joined
Arab Banking CorporationBahrain in 2011, where he
currently hold the position
of First Vice President
& Senior Relationship
Manager. He was also a
Board Member of Arab
Banking Corporation ABCAlgeria, 2004-2007.

Bachelor’s in Finance, Boston
College, Chestnut Hill, MA.
Mr. Zawaideh started his
career as a Credit Officer
in Banque Francaise De
L’Orient, London- United
Kingdom during the
period from 1995 to 1996,
where his last position is
in International Marketing.
During the period from
1997 to 2012, he worked in
United Iron & Steel Mfg. Co.
plc. as the Chief Financial
Officer. In 2014, Mr. Zawaideh
joined Steel Mesh Industry
Co., where he is currently
holding the position of
General Manager. Previously
he was a Board Member of
United Iron & Steel Mfg. Co.
plc., Investment House for
Financial Services Co. plc and
First Finance Co. plc.

Dr. Florence Eid

Mr. Ra’fat Al Halaseh

Mr. Abdulaziz Khalil

Mr. Ismail Mokhtar

Mr. Elie Touma

Director – British citizen

Director – Jordanian citizen

Director – Jordanian citizen

Director – Tunisian citizen

Director – Lebanese citizen

RC AC NC GC ‡ §

RC AC NC ‡ §

RC ‡ ð

‡ð

‡ð

Ph. D. in Organization
Economics from the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

Master’s degree in economics Bachelor’s in Math,
and statistics, University of
university of Jordan.
Jordan

Mr. Al- Halaseh is currently
on the board of directors of
Dr. Eid is the CEO and
Arab Banking Corporation
Chief Economist of Arabia
(Jordan) and he is the Head
Monitor, an independent
of the Audit Committee. He
research firm specialized
had previously held several
in economic and market
senior positions in the
studies on the Middle
banking sector, beginning
East & North Africa. She
his career at the Arab Bank
has been a professor of
– Jordan and progressing
economics and finance at
within the bank until
the American university
becoming branch manager.
of Beirut and a visiting
During the years from
professor at INSEAD and
2001 to 2005 he worked as
HEC Paris. She is a patron
Chief Credit Officer of Credit
of the Contemporary
Management at Bank ABC
Arts Society in London, a
member of the young Arab (Jordan), from which he
moved to assume the role
leaders, and the Young
Presidents Organization. Dr. of Head of Credit and Risk
at Bank ABC (Tunisia). In
Eid-Oakden was formerly
the Head of MENA research 2008 Mr. Al- Halaseh moved
at JP Morgan and has also to National Bank of Abu
Dhabi as the Head of Credit
worked with the World
and later as the Head of
Bank on Latin America &
Banking Business Risk and
North Africa and on the
Stressed Assets. In 2013
buy side as a hedge fund
he became the Head of
investment professional.
Commercial Risk for the Gulf
Dr. Eid-Oakden serves on
Region at the National Bank
the Board of Directors
of Abu Dhabi.
for the Arab Banking
Corporation (Jordan)
and the Arab Banking
Corporation International
Bank (ABCIB) in London, in
addition to serving on the
Board of Directors of the
Arab bankers Association
for North America, and on
the Advisory Council of
the AL Faisal University
College of Business, Saudi
Arabia. Dr. Eid-Oakden has
also served as a Trustee
of the American University
in Paris, and a Director of
Shuaa Capital in Dubai.

Mr. Khalil is currently First
Vice President and the
Head of Retail Credit and
Risk Department in ABC
Bahrain. He had previously
held several senior
positions in the banking
sector, beginning his career
in the Retail Banking
and Consumer Credit in
HSBC – Jordan.  He later
became the regional
manager of Retail Credit
in Mashreq Bank – Qatar,
from which he moved on
to become the Head of
Risk Management, Cards &
Consumer Banking at the
Commercial Bank of Qatar.

Master’s degree in
Management, Economic,
Sciences and Management
University - Tunisia.
Bachelor of Science and
Mathematics - 1989 / Tunisia.

Master’s degree
in Commercial and
Administrative Sciences,
Université Saint-Esprit de
Kaslik

Mr. Touma is currently
Mr. Mokhtar is currently
the First Vice President at
the Projects Coordinator
the Retail Group of ABC
at ABC Bahrain, and had
Bahrain. Mr. Touma had
previously held several
previously held several
positions in the banking
senior positions in the
sector.  Previously, Mr.
banking sector. During the
Mokhtar was chief Operating years from 1982 to 1991 he
Officer and Deputy General assumed several positions
Manager of ABC in Tunisia
in Banque Libanaise Pour
from 2012 to 2015. During
Le Commerce SAL- Lebanon,
the years from 2006 to
from which he moved
2015he was the Board
to Omnilife Insurance
Secretary of ABC in Tunisia Company– Cyprus (UK
in addition to his various
registered) as the Head
duties.  Mr. Mokhtar has held   of Business Development
past key positions in ABC
Department.  Subsequently,
in Tunisia, Including being  
he became the Head of
Commercial Banking Head
Retail Products Unit in
from 2009 till 2011, General
Banque Libanaise Pour Le
Management Coordinator
Commerce SAL- Lebanon.
from 2006 till 2011, and Head Mr. Touma has served on
of Product Development and the Board of Directors in
Relationship Manager. Before ABC Bank (Tunisia) from
joining ABC Mr. Mokhtar
2009 until 2014.
was Market Analyst at the
Banque Nationale Agricole
(Tunisia) until 1999 and  
became a Sales Manager at
the Treasury Department of
Banque Nationale Agricole
(Tunisia) from which he
moved on to Bank ABC
(Tunisia) in 2001. Mr. Mokhtar
Joined the Board of Directors
of ABCJ in May 2015.
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Executive Management

Ms. Simona Sabella Bishouty
Managing Director / Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) – Jordanian citizen
Bachelor of Arts, University of Jordan (Major
English Language).
Mrs. Sabella-Bishouty is the Managing
Director and CEO of the Arab Banking
Corporation (Jordan) and Chairman of the
Board of the Arab Co-operation for Financial
Investments Company (ABCI) in Jordan.
Forbes Middle East have selected Mrs.
Sabella-Bishouty amongst its lists of Most
Powerful Arab Women for two consecutive
years, where in 2014, Mrs. Sabella-Bishouty
ranked 18th on the list of women in Executive
Management among the “200 Most Powerful
Arab Women” and in 2013 she was selected
among the “100 Most Powerful Arab Women”
in Public Shareholding Companies.
Mrs. Sabella-Bishouty is an accomplished
banker with over thirty years of experience
in different areas of banking, including
operations (Corporate and Retail), Credit, Risk
Management and Compliance. She has been
the Managing Director/ CEO of ABC-Jordan
since 2008 and prior to that, she was Deputy
General Manager for Banking Services at
Cairo Amman Bank, where she started as
an Assistant General Manager - Consumer
Banking and Retail Credit - in 1995, and
subsequently assumed several functions,
including Head of Risk Management and
Compliance.
Mrs. Sabella-Bishouty has also worked
with Bank of Jordan, and Chase Manhattan
Bank N.A, - Jordan and the United Kingdom.
Throughout her career, she has had
international exposure through attending
educational institutions and training programs
in credit, risk management, compliance,
business, and management globally.
Mrs. Sabella-Bishouty has been involved in
voluntary work with the Jordanian Equestrian
Endurance Society, the European Arab Horse
Show Commission (ECAHO), the Financial
Services Volunteer Corp (FSVC),  and INJAZ’
Business Leaders Campaign Survey.
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Board Memberships & Associations
• Board Chairman, Arab Co-Operation for
Financial Investments Company (ABCI) Jordan.
• Board Member, Arab Financial Services B.S.C.
• Board Member, Association of Banks
Jordan.
• Board Member, Institute of Banking Studies
Jordan.
• Member of the General Assembly of the
Jordan Equestrian Federation.
• Board Member, of Arab Banking
Corporation  - Jordan (till Dec. 2014)
• Board Member, of the International
Women’s Forum – Jordan(till 2013)
• Board Member, Visa Jordan Cards Services
Company (till 2010)
• Board Member, Amlak Finance Company
(till 2010)
• Board Member, Industrial Development
Bank (till 2009)
• Board Member, Jordan Mortgage Refinance
Company (till 2008)
Mr. George Sofia
Executive Vice President / Head of Retail
Banking Group
B.Sc. in Management, Western International
University, London, U.K.
Mr. Sofia joined Arab Banking Corporation
(Jordan) in August 4th, 2009 as the Head of
Retail Banking Group and he was formerly
the Assistant General Manager – Head of
Personal Banking Group at Capital Bank
(Jordan). Mr. Sofia previously held the position
of Retail Banking Manager at SGBJ and
worked for (11) years with HSBC Bank in the
Personal and Corporate Banking and his last
position was Amman Branch Manager. Mr.
Sofia was a Board Member of Visa Jordan
Services until July 7th, 2011.
Mrs. Nuha Matar
EVP / Head of Credit & Risk
B.A. in Archaeology, University of Jordan.
Mrs. Matar had worked for over (17) years
with HSBC Bank (Jordan). Mrs. Matar joined
Arab Banking Corporation (Jordan) in 2001
and was appointed as the Assistant General
Manager for Credit. Mrs. Matar is currently
holding the position of EVP/ Credit & Risk
and acting as the Secretary for Arab Banking
Corporation (Jordan) Board Risk Committee.
She was a Board and Audit Committee
member for Jordan Travertine Co., during the
period from April 2005 until April 2009.

Mr. Adnan Al Shoubky
EVP / Head of Support Group
B.A. in Public Administration (Major) Computer
Science (Minor), Yarmouk University; Certified
Internal Auditor (CIA).
Mr. Al Shoubky worked in Amman Bank for
Investment from 1994- 1996 as an Internal
Auditor. During 1996 – 2006 Mr. Al Shoubky
worked with Arab Banking Corporation
(Jordan) where his last position was a
Manager in Internal Audit Department. Then
he joined the Arab Cooperation for Financial
Investments Co. (ABCI) as the Deputy
CEO for Operations. In February 2009 Mr.
Al Shoubky joined again Arab Banking
Corporation (Jordan) as Head of Internal
Audit. Since 2014, Mr. Al Shoubky became
Head of Support Group.
Mr. Othman Shwaimat
EVP / Head of Treasury
B.A. in Finance & Accounting, Yarmouk
University; MBA in Finance, Arab Academy for
Banking & Financial Sciences.
Prior to joining Arab Banking Corporation
(Jordan) in 2008, he had worked for four
years with Jordan Kuwait Bank (Jordan) as
Senior Manager / Treasury & Investment
and for five years with Standard Chartered
Bank (Jordan) as Head of Asset Liabilities
Management & Money Market/ Treasury.
In 1989 he worked with Cairo Amman Bank
(Jordan) as Assistant Manager / Treasury
& Investment. Mr. Shwaimat is a Board
Member of Arab Co-operation for Financial
Investments Co. – (ABCI) and was formerly a
Board Member of Jordan Tourism Investment
Co. Mr. Shwaimat is currently holding the
position of EVP / Head of Treasury.

Dr. Suleiman Mbaidin
EVP / Head of Human Resources
The Secretary of the Board of Directors
B.A. in Managerial Sciences, University of
Mou’ta; MA in Business Administration,
University of Jordan; PhD in Management,
Amman Arab University.
Formerly the Assistant Manager for
Administration & Employees Department
at the Deposit Insurance Corporation and
a Senior Employee at Central Bank of
Jordan. In 2005 Dr. Mbaidin joined the Arab
Banking Corporation (Jordan) as the Human
Resources Department Manager. In 2008,
Dr. Mbaidin became the Acting Assistant
General Manager for Administration and
Human Resources and in April 14, 2009 he
took over as the Assistant General Manager
for Administration and Human Resources.
Since February 2010, Dr. Mbaidin became
the Assistant General Manager for Human
Resources. In March 2011, he became the
Secretary of the Board of Directors of the
Arab Banking Corporation (Jordan). He was a
Board Member of Century Investment Group
for one year from May, 2010 until May, 2011.
Mr. Othman Al Azhari
SVP / Head of Information Technology
B.Sc. Computer Engineer, Soviet Union.
Mr. Al Azhari started his banking career at Arab
Jordan Investment Bank in 1991 after moving from
Sinam Integrated Systems Co. where he held the
position of Section Head of Information Technology
Department. Mr. Al Azhari joined Arab Banking
Corporation (Jordan) in 1997 as the Supervisor for
the Information Technology Department. In 2004
he held the position of Executive Manager and in
2008 he took over as Assistant General Manager
for Information Technology.
Mr. “Mohammed Naser” Abu Zahra
SVP / Head of Corporate Banking Department
B.A. in Accounting, University of Jordan; MBA
in Financial Management, Arab Academy for
Banking & Financial Sciences; Moody’s Risk
Management Services, Moody’s Company.
Mr. Abu Zahra started his banking career at
Jordan Islamic Bank and Islamic International
Arab Bank before moving to Housing Bank for
Trade & Finance where he held the position of
Senior Credit Officer for Corporate Department.
In 2002 Mr. Abu Zahra joined Arab Banking
Corporation (Jordan) and in May 2011 Mr. Abu
Zahra took over as SVP /Corporate Banking.

Ms. Nour Jarrar
SVP / Head of Trade Finance and Financial
Institutions
M.A in Finance and Investment, The
University of Nottingham / UK.
Ms. Jarrar worked for the Housing Bank
for Trade and Finance from 2002 to 2004
in Corporate Finance. Thereafter, and from
2004 to 2006, she worked at the Economic
and Development Department of the Royal
Hashemite Court. Ms. Jarrar joined Arab
Banking Corporation (Jordan) on 10/9/2006,
and since then she assumed a number of
positions the latest of which is the Senior Vice
President for Trade Finance and Financial
Institutions.
Mr. Khaldoun Ziadat
SVP / Head of Internal Audit Department
M.B.A in Banking and Finance, University of
Wales / UK.
Mr. Ziadat had worked in Arab Bank as
a Credit Officer, Credit Facilities Division/
International Branches from 2000 till 2003.
Then he Joined Cairo Amman Bank to work
in the Audit Department till 2006. After that
Mr. Ziadat joined Arab Banking Corporation
(Jordan) as Senior Internal Auditor, where
during the said period he mingled across
many positions until holding the current
position as SVP/ Head of Internal Audit.
Mr. Khaled Nassraween
SVP / Head of Compliance
B.Sc. in Accounting, University of Jordan.
Fellow of the American Academy of Financial
Management (  FAAFM).
Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist.
Mr. Nassraween had worked across many
positions in Audit companies during the
period 1985 till 1991, following which he
Joined Cairo Amman Bank and worked in the
Audit Department until 1998. Thereafter, Mr.
Nassraween joined Bank of Jordan as Head
of following up audit’s Report unit until 2004
when he joined the Arab Banking Corporation
(Jordan) as the Head of Compliance, the role
which he continues to assume to this date.

Mr. Husam Liswi
FVP / Head of Operations
B.Sc. in Accounting & Business Administration,
University of Jordan
Mr. Liswi started his career as an accountant
at the Arab Life & Accident Insurance Co.
in 1988 until 1989 when he moved to Arab
Bank. Mr. Liswi built his career in several
departments, culminating in becoming VP/
Operations as the Head of Centralized Trade
Finance Services in 2012. In 2015, Mr. Liswi
joined the Arab Banking Corporation (Jordan)
as FVP/ Banking Operations.
Mr. Khaled Zaki
FVP / Legal Affairs Department Manager
B.Sc.in Law / Ain Shams University – Egypt
Mr. Zaki started his career at the Arab
Banking Corporation (Jordan) in 1991 at the
Legal Affairs Department until 1994 followed
by short employment at the Jordan Kuwait
Bank, following which he returned to the
Arab Banking Corporation (Jordan) in 1995
to handle the Legal Affairs Department
until 2005. During the period 2005 till 2006
he worked as freelancer lawyer and legal
advisor for several companies, when he was
hired again by the Arab Banking Corporation
(Jordan) till now as the Head of Legal Affairs.
Mrs. Aida Saeed
VP / Retail & Credit Risk Department and
Acting Head of Consumers Credit Department
MBA in Management, University of Jordan
Mrs. Saeed joined Bank ABC (Jordan) in
1995 where her career progressed across
several departments, the majority being
the Consumers Credit Department. In 2009,
Mrs. Aida became the Retail & Credit Risk
Department Manager. In October 2015 Mrs.
Aida became the Acting Head of Consumers
Credit Department.
Mr. Carlo Hijazine
VP / Financial Control Manager and Acting
Financial Controller
B.Sc. in Accounting, Philadelphia University
Mr. Hijazine joined the Arab Banking
Corporation (Jordan) in 2001 where his career
progressed across several departments,
the majority being the Financial Control
Department. In 2015, Mr. Hijazine became the
VP/ Financial Control Manager and the Acting
Financial Controller.
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Executive Management of ABC
Investments (ABCI)
Mr. Moataz Maraqa
CEO
B.A. in Business Administration, University
of Jordan; MA in Banking & Finance, Arab
Academy for Banking Studies.
Mr. Maraqa has more than 22 years’
experience in investments in private banking
at Banks and Financial Institutes. He is
holding the position of CEO, ABCI.
Board of Directors
• Mrs. Simona Sabella – Chairman.
• Mr. Bashir Matok.
• Mr. Adnan Al Shoubky
• Mr. Othman Shwaimat.

Brief on ABC Investments (ABCI)
ABCI is the investment arm of Bank ABC
Jordan. It is one of the oldest financial
institutions of Bank ABC Group, which is
world famous in the area of financial services.
Incorporated as a limited liability company
(LLC) in Jordan on 25 January 1990, ABCI was
one of the first financial services companies
licensed by the Securities Commission of
Jordan. It is a member of Capital Market
Institutions and the Amman Stock Exchange
(Bourse) Board of Directors, and it performs
its activities through highly qualified and
efficient staff.
Main services offered to the clients of ABC
Investments (ABCI):
• Financial brokerage in local, regional, and
international markets.
• Margin financing in the local market.
• Investment management.
• Issuance management (due diligence).
• E-trading (trading through the internet) in
securities in the local market.
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Organization Chart

ABCI

Board Committees

Board of Directors
Audit Committee

Board Secretary

Credit & Risk
HO Bahrain

General Manager

Board Risk
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Internal Audit
Management Committees

Compliance

Head of Support
Group

Human Resources

Administrations
Aﬀairs
Operations Unit

Financial Control
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Legal aﬀairs

Operational
Control
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Security
BCP
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Head of Retail
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Financial Highlights
The Bank’s Main Financial Indicators between 2011 - 2015
Statement / year
Pretax Profits
Distributed Profits*
Dividends Per Share
Total Shareholders’ Equity
Share Price

2015

2014

23,905
9,900

2013

2012

2011

19,340

17,115

15,979

16,569

9,000

10,000

9,000

9,000

9%

9%

10%

9%

9%

152,777

146,983

133,585

130,717

118,156

1.16

1.09

1.10

1.00

0.98

* 2015 proposed dividends

Pretax Profits

Distributed Profits

Dividends Per Share

30.000

10.000

11%

20.000

9.500

10%

10.000

9.000

9%

0

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

8.500

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

*2015 proposed dividends

Total Shareholders’ Equity

Share Price

160.000
140.000

1.20

120.000

1.15

100.000

1.10

80.000

1.05

60.000

1.00

40.000

0.95

20.000

0.90

0
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2015

0.85

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

8%

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015
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Financial Ratios
Main Financial Ratios
Return on average equity (RoE)

2015 (%)

2014 (%)

10.4

9.6

1.5

1.3

46.7

47.3

Return on average assets (RoA)
Operating expenses/ total income
Direct credit facilities/ customers’ deposits and margin accounts
Capital adequacy

75.4

68.7

20.83

21.16

5.0

5.8

29.5

25.8

Non-performing facilities/ total direct facilities
Employee profitability (JD, 000)

Owners of 1% or more of Bank ABC
Jordan shares
Name

Nationality

Number of shares

%

Arab Banking Corporation (B.S.C.), Bahrain

Bahraini

95,676,826

86,979

Social Security Corporation

Jordanian

2,256,124

2,051

Kuwait International Investment Company

Kuwaiti

1,460,244

1,327
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The corporate
facilities
department has
continued to
achieve positive
results, which
have reflected on
the Bank’s overall
financial results

Review of Operations

Financial Results
The financial results for 2015 show that
ABC (Jordan) has achieved excellent
results, with a net profit after tax of
JD15.6million, compared to JD13.4million
for the previous year; a growth of 16.4%.
These results were achieved through
an increase in total income in 2015 to
approximately JD47.7million, compared to
JD44.3million for 2014; a growth of 7.6%.
This was a result of the increase in income
from interest and banking commissions
to approximately JD42.1million compared
to JD38.6million for 2014; a growth of 9.1%.
The Bank’s balance sheet has witnessed
balanced growth in shareholder equity,
which rose to JD153million, compared to
JD147million for 2014; a growth of 4%.
Return on equity was 10.4% and asset
returns reached 1.5%, while single share
earnings reached 142fils, i.e. 14.2% of the
nominal share value. Assets have reached
JD1billion.
These results confirm the solidity of the
Bank’s position and its ability to continue
this trend of growth and to achieve further
profits, despite the fact that the Bank’s
performance has been affected by the
general economic climate in Jordan and
the wider region. These results reflect the
great efforts of the Board of Directors,
the executive management and staff,
in achieving the Bank’s strategic plan,
in order to continue this growth and
in implementing the Bank’s policy with
regards to risk management and financial
burdens, as set out within its future
strategic plan, based on offering further
products and complying with customer
needs.
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Deposits
Since the activation of the Bank
management’s policy at the beginning
of 2015, wherein the total costs of funds
was reduced whilst retaining the liquidity
levels required by the regulatory bodies,
customer deposits reached JD651million
in 2015, whereby current and savings
accounts make up 20.5% of the Bank’s
total customer deposits, in addition to
maintaining a good liquidity ratio of 114.7%
by the end of 2015.
Credit Facilities Portfolio
The management of the Bank has, in
2015, continued its efforts to increase the
volume of credit facilities, while sustaining
low risk through guaranteeing all the
elements of a prudent credit policy. The
Bank was able to increase its net credit
portfolio by 4.4%, reaching JD525million,
compared to JD503million for the
previous year. This was achieved through
income from new, risk-managed financial
transactions, raising the quality of the
credit portfolio. Much of this increase has
been achieved as a result of expansion in
the retail and corporate sectors. The Bank
has continued its efforts to improve the
quality of the portfolio through consistent
auditing of all credit accounts; taking
appropriate action to rectify any accounts
that show indications of the possibility of
difficulty in repayment.
Retail Banking
Bank ABC (Jordan) has continued offering
a wide range of banking products and
services to its retail customers that fulfil
the needs of different segments of the
Jordanian society, applying its policy

which aims at offering the best for its
customers.  The bank therefore launched
different marketing campaigns to promote
its products such as the personal loans
campaign, whereby the Bank presented
instant gifts to its customers, in addition to
a credit card campaign, where eligible card
holders were given the opportunity to win
cash prizes.
Those campaigns helped the bank achieve
growth in sales which was reflected
positively on its profits.
The Bank also sponsored different social
activities aiming at supporting the local
economy and promoting its products
across different sectors.
Regarding technological development, call
center was developed to offer customers
a bundle of different phone banking
services, whether automated or supported
by twenty-four-hours by seven customer
service staff. This was achieved through
providing services such as customer
identification and providing PIN-codes via
telephone, hence eliminating the need for
customers to visit their branches.
Many other services such as activating,
stopping credit cards and requesting
chequebooks were provided within the said
services’ bundle,
At last, It is worth mentioning that the
Bank continues to develop its services
in order to satisfy customers’ needs and
offer best solutions to the market.

revenue, due to the specialised technical
team and the network of external branches
which contributed to providing high quality
products.
Regarding the importance of mediumsized enterprises and the direct
Governmental support that they receive,
the Bank’s medium-sized enterprise
unit has reinforced its presence outside
Amman, and provided for the needs
of customers in Irbid and Zarqa. The
prospect of increasing coverage for
further branches that provide products for
medium-sized enterprises for the coming
year is under consideration.
Treasury
In 2015, the Treasury Department was able
to achieve its goals through the efficient
management of cash flows and the money
market, despite the increase in the level
of liquidity in the banking sector and the
reduction in interest rates and capital
markets in addition to the changing in
monetary policy of the Central Bank of
Jordan, whereby the treasury successfully
participated in all issues of public debt
instruments issued by Central Bank of
Jordan and foreign exchange markets. The
treasury department was able to maintain
increased growth in profits compared with
the previous year despite the negative
economic and financial conditions as well
as managing liquidity and market risk. The
treasury department was able to provide
further treasury-specific products for large
corporate clients in investment and hedging
tools as well, such as Foreign Exchange
Forward contracts and Interest Rate Swap,
also providing Safe Custody services.

Corporate Credit Facilities Portfolio
Management
Reinforcing the Bank’s prudent policy,
the management of the corporate credit
department has continued to achieve
positive results, which reflected positively
on overall financial results. Net revenue
of the corporate credit department grew
by 4% over the previous year, and the
corporate credit facilities balance reached
JD217million, as of 31 December 2015.

Risk Management and Internal
Monitoring Systems & Controls
ABC (Jordan) boasts effective and solid
internal monitoring systems, in addition
to its prudent credit and toxic debt
management, allocations policy and
liquidity and risk management policies,
in addition to policies that guarantee the
continuity of the Bank’s business during
times of crisis.

During 2015, the Bank has worked on
widening its customer base by providing
credit facilities for specific sectors at
interest rates that are commensurate with
acceptable risks, in addition to meeting the
needs of existing customers. On the other
hand, the Bank achieved positive returns in
the area of indirect facilities and resulting

The Bank’s Board of Directors has
emphasised the importance of internal
monitoring by establishing several
committees emanating from the Board of
Directors, including the Risk Management
Committee, the Corporate Governance
Committee, the Nomination and
Remuneration Committee and the Audit

Committee, all of which enjoy clear internal
monitoring controls, which assist the Bank
in periodically assessing the supervisory
role.
In 2015, the Risk Management Department
has continued to apply the risk strategy
that has been put in place by the Bank’s
Executive Management for 2015-2017 which
included ways and means of measuring
and managing risk, in accordance with the
second pillar of Basel II, which included
credit risk, market risk, liquidity risk,
interest rate risk, concentration risk and
operational risk, in order to ensure that the
business pursuits relating to these sectors
remain within the acceptable risk appetite
set out by the Bank.
Technological Developments
The IT Department has continued to carry
out its duties and responsibilities with
great efficiency and competence, and has
kept pace with business demands, which
has given the Bank a competitive edge in
providing the best customer service. The
department has liaised effectively with
all Bank management and departments,
and the Bank has received a certificate
of compliance for the highest safety and
security regulations for the Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard (PCIDSS). The modernisation of the general
management’s internal network was
undertaken using the highest quality Cisco
Nexus technology.
Human Capital Management and Focus
on Talent
Based on the Bank’s belief in the
importance of human resources as the
focal point of business operations, to keep
pace with the realities and conditions of
the market and the challenges of recruiting
talent and in order to maintain and retain
a highly professional workforce, the Bank
has embarked on modernising several of
its policies relating to human resources,
with the aim of encouraging the retention
of skilled staff.
The Bank has also enhanced the utilisation
of the Special Staff Training Centre, in a
way that has led to increased and more
effective training, which has reflected on
performance.
ABC (Jordan) continued efforts to fully
and precisely implement the directives
of the supervisory committees, and in
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particular, the directives of the Central
Bank of Jordan. The Bank has therefore
executed its executive strategy in order
to implement the instructions of the
Corporate Governance Code 2014/58,
dated 30 September 2014, in a way that
complies with its requirements within the
timeframes stipulated by the Central Bank
of Jordan. These regulations have called
for central modifications with regards to
the organisational structure of banks.
This includes the make-up of Boards of
Directors of banks, the modernisation
and diversification of policy, a genuine
focus on transparency and the prevention
of conflicts of interest, and many other
concepts that together have constructed
an effective and important model of
corporate governance for banks, meeting
the international codes of practice. The
Bank has planned and adopted all required
policies based on these instructions, and
has set about their implementation.
ABC Investments (ABCI)
ABCI, a wholly owned subsidiary of ABC
Jordan, is the investment branch of the
Bank in the Amman Stock Exchange
and regional and international financial
markets. Since its inception, ABCI has held
a leading position amongst brokerage
firms in Jordan. ABCI is focussed on
implementing brokerage business on its
clients’ behalf, across global markets, in
addition to providing financial advice on
investing in securities and managing the
issuance of new securities.
ABCI has continued providing its services
in implementation of the company’s aim
to be the first choice local and regional
investment and brokerage firm, despite
the current difficulties and challenges
facing the region within the context of
the global financial crisis. In view of this
ambition for leadership and the provision
of these products, the company has
continued developing its product base
and modernising its systems, in order to
provide the best quality of service and
a range of investment options for its
customers.
Despite decreases and fluctuations in the
global markets and the difficulties faced
by the financial sector in general and the
Jordanian financial market in particular, the
company was nevertheless able to retain
the trend of realising profits, achieving
revenues of JD4million during 2015. The
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company management has achieved its
objectives through efficient management
of assets and liabilities, reducing credit
risk, liquidity and profitability, achieving an
increase in its profitability and maintaining
the level of customer service.
Despite intense competition in the market,
ABCI has maintained its standing as one
of the leading brokerage firms in the
financial sector; ranking sixth of the sixty
brokerage firms listed on the Amman Stock
Exchange, and maintained its market share
of 3.4%. The company’s trading volume was
approximately JD230,991,185 during 2015.
The company has also continued working
on its hedging policy, in order to avoid
the repercussions of the current financial
crisis, and has continued to retain the
required liquidity during the previous year,
and the continuous provision of the best
possible service for its customers. This
has contributed to the efficient operational
management of the company according to
the plan implemented for the management
of its cash flow. The company has also
worked to build debt provision coverage,
which reached approximately JD4.8million
by the end of the year, which covered all
external debts; ensuring 100% coverage.

The Bank’s
balance sheet
has witnessed
balanced growth
in shareholder
equity, which rose
to JD153million

Business Plan for the Year 2016

In line with the Bank’s vision and strategy,
developed for the coming years, Bank
ABC Jordan looks forward to achieving the
following objectives:
• Maximising shareholder equity and
increasing returns.
• Strengthening the capital base of
the Bank, and reinforcing its financial
position.
• Developing the Bank’s competitive
ability and increasing its market share in
the banking sector.
• Building a wide customer base and
concentrating on attracting low-cost
and stable deposits.
• Expanding the Bank’s activities in Jordan
and increasing its business in all regions
of the Kingdom.
• Developing a retail credit portfolio and
increasing market share in this area.
• Expanding banking services for small
and medium enterprises and increasing
the amount of funding for the selfemployed.
• Expanding the credit facilities portfolio,
continually improving its quality,
reducing the size of non-performing
loans and maintaining a low level of risk.
• Expanding the quality and quantity
of investment services to investors in
domestic and global markets.
• Modernising some branches to provide
better access to customer service.
• Investing the Bank’s international
network to provide a broader package
of banking services.
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Continuing to work on cost control whilst
maintaining a high quality of service.
Keeping pace with technological
advances
and
utilising
modern
technology to ensure better and more
modern services.
Continuing the development of the
Bank’s risk management practices,
compliant with Basel II and Basel III,
and working to spread awareness of all
aspects of banking risks.
Motivating and reinforcing the efficiency
and effectiveness of our human
resources, and providing them with
continuous professional development.
Increasing training and development
initiatives in order to achieve high levels
of performance.
Highlighting
competencies
and
leadership qualities in the Bank’s
human resources, and working to retain,
enhance and develop their skills and
talents in the best way possible.
Participating in local community
development.
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Shareholdings of the Chairman,
Members of the Board and
Executive Management
A) Shareholdings of the Chairman and Members of the Board
Name

Country of
Registration

Number of Shares
2015

2014

95,676,826

95,676,826

Arab Banking Corporation (B.S.C.) Bahrain,
represented by: Mr. Sael Al Waary

Chairman

Bahrain
Jordan

Mr. Bashir Matok

Deputy Chairman

Libya

550

550

Mr. Suleiman Al Azzabi

Member

Libya

550

550

Mr. Usama Zenaty

Member

Libya

550

550

Mr. Hakam Zawaideh

Member

Jordan

278,349

278,349

Dr. Florence Eid

Member as of 27/4/2015

UK

500

-

Mr. Ra’fat Al Halaseh

Member as of 27/4/2015

Jordan

7,425

7,425

Varner Holdings Limited,
represented by: Mr. Abdulaziz Khalil

Member as of 12/4/2015

Jersey
Jordan

694

694

Arab Banking Corporation (B.S.C.) Bahrain,
represented by: Mr. Ismail Mokhtar

Member as of 24/5/2015

Bahrain
Tunis

95,676,826

95,676,826

Arab Banking Corporation (B.S.C.) Bahrain,
represented by: Mr. Elie Touma

Member as of 24/5/2015

Bahrain
Lebanon

95,676,826

95,676,826

B) Shareholdings of the Executive Management
Name

Nationality

Number of Shares
2015

2014

Ms. Nour Jarrar

SVP / Head of Trade Finance and
Financial Institutions

Jordanian

2,679

2,200

Mr. Carlo Hijazine

VP / Financial Control Manager
and Acting Financial Controller

Jordanian

810

810
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Representations
Representation of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors of Bank ABC Jordan represents, as far as it knows and believes, that there are no fundamental issues that could
affect the Bank’s ability to continue its activity throughout the next fiscal year of 2016. The Board also represents its responsibility
for preparing the financial statements; that the information cited in the Board of Directors’ Report is in line with the enclosed financial
statements; and that the Bank has an effective and efficient Internal Control System.
Arab Banking Corporation (B.S.C.) Bahrain, represented by: Sael Al Waary
Chairman

Usama Zenaty
Member

Dr. Florence Eid
Member

Bashir Matok
Deputy Chairman

Hakam Zawaideh
Member

Arab Banking Corporation (B.S.C.) Bahrain, represented by:
Elie Touma
Member

Suleiman Al Azzabi
Member

Ra’fat Al Halaseh
Member

Arab Banking Corporation (B.S.C.) Bahrain, represented by:
Ismail Mokhtar
Member

Varner Holdings Limited, represented by: Abdulaziz Khalil
Member

Representation of the Authenticity of the Financial Statements
The Management of Bank ABC Jordan represents the authenticity, accuracy and precision of the information and financial statements
cited in this report.
Sael Al Waary
Chairman

Simona Sabella
General Manager

Carlo Hijazin
Acting Financial Controller
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The financial
results achieved
for 2015 confirm
the solidity of the
Bank’s position,
and its ability to
grow and achieve
more profits.

Consolidated
Financial
Statements

ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 DECEMBER 2015
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT

Ernst & Young Jordan
P.O.Box 1140
Amman 11118
Jordan
Tel: 00962 6 5800777/5526111
Fax: 00962 6 5538300
www.ey.com/me
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF
ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
AMMAN - JORDAN
Report on the Consolidated Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN) (a public
shareholding company) and its subsidiary “The Group”, which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as at 31
December 2015, and the consolidated income statement, consolidated statement of comprehensive income, consolidated statement of
changes in equity and consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies
and other explanatory information.
Board of Directors Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Board of Directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements in accordance
with International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the
preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant
to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Group as of
31 December 2015 and its financial performance and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards.
Report on Other Regulatory Requirements
The Group maintains proper accounting records and the accompanying consolidated financial statements and the financial information
presented in the Board of Directors’ report are in agreement therewith. We recommend approving these consolidated financial
statements.

Amman – Jordan
28 February 2016
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AT 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)
Notes

2015

2014

ASSETS
Cash and balances with central banks

4

80,211,515

145,069,408

Balances at banks and financial institutions

5

60,128,679

87,213,642

Deposits at banks and financial institutions

6

17,725,000

9,910,585

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

7

847,771

1,070,510

Direct credit facilities - net

8

524,913,318

502,569,840

Financial assets at amortized cost

9

293,782,643

298,561,617

Property and equipment

10

10,297,154

9,977,832

Intangible assets

11

1,201,820

1,653,592

Deferred tax assets

18

1,059,435

1,121,472

Other assets

12

38,866,720

42,777,949

1,029,034,055

1,099,926,447

Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
LIABILITIES Banks and financial institutions’ deposits

13

143,336,405

183,452,815

Customers' deposits

14

651,360,274

687,489,813

Margin accounts

15

44,454,804

43,687,261

Loans and borrowings

16

8,136,619

7,720,971

Sundry provisions

17

1,851,822

2,007,506

Income tax provision

18

7,049,936

5,279,582

Deferred tax liabilities

18

42,519

32,719

Other liabilities

19

20,024,530

23,272,974

876,256,909

952,943,641

110,000,000

110,000,000

Total Liabilities
EquityPaid in capital

20

Share premium

66,943

66,943

22,105,879

19,715,416

Statutory reserve

21

Voluntary reserve

21

197,281

197,281

General banking risk reserve

21

5,358,240

4,980,778

Fair value reserve

22

Retained earnings
Total Equity
Total Liabilities and Equity

The accompanying notes from 1 to 43 are an integral part of these financial statements
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(318,586)

(368,542)

15,367,389

12,390,930

152,777,146

146,982,806

1,029,034,055

1,099,926,447

ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

Notes

2015

2014

Interest income

23

61,346,249

65,040,173

Interest expense

24

(22,634,659)

(29,909,054)

Net interest income
Net commission income

25

Net interest and commission income

38,711,590

35,131,119

3,418,998

3,482,058

42,130,588

38,613,177

Gain from foreign currencies

26

944,124

1,028,626

Gain from financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

27

37,005

153,860

419,556

94,396

28

4,125,870

4,406,288

47,657,143

44,296,347

Gain from financial assets at amortized cost
Other income
Gross income
29

(12,881,900)

(11,710,129)

10,11

(2,008,466)

(1,988,406)

Other expenses

30

(7,383,302)

(7,233,741)

Impairment loss on direct credit facilities

8

(1,519,724)

(3,304,429)
(719,189)

Staff expenses
Depreciation and amortization

Sundry provisions Reversal (expense)

17

90,557

Repossessed assets impairment provision

12

(49,680)

-

(23,752,515)

(24,955,894)

Total expenses
Profit before tax
Income tax expense

18

Profit for the year

Basic and diluted earnings per share

31

23,904,628

19,340,453

(8,260,244)

(5,898,986)

15,644,384

13,441,467

JD/ Fils

JD/ Fils

0/142

0/122

The accompanying notes from 1 to 43 are an integral part of these financial statements
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

Profit for the year

2015

2014

15,644,384

13,441,467

49,956

36,340

15,694,340

13,477,807

Add: other comprehensive income that will be transferred to profit or loss in future periods
Changes in fair value of cash flows hedging financial instruments
Total comprehensive income for the year

The accompanying notes from 1 to 43 are an integral part of these financial statements
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

Paid in
Share
Capital Premium

Statutory
Reserve

General
Voluntary Banking Risk
Reserve
Reserve

Fair Value
Reserve

Retained
Earnings

Total

2015
Balance beginning of the year

110,000,000

66,943

19,715,416

197,281

4,980,778

(368,542)

12,390,930

146,982,806

Total comprehensive income
for the year

-

-

-

-

-

49,956

15,644,384

15,694,340

Transfer to reserves

-

-

2,390,463

-

377,462

-

(2,767,925)

-

Dividends

-

-

-

-

-

-

(9,900,000)

(9,900,000)

110,000,000

66,943

22,105,879

197,281

5,358,240

(318,586)

15,367,389

152,777,146

100,000,000

66,943

17,781,371

208,542

4,671,120

(404,882)

11,261,905

133,584,999

-

-

-

-

-

36,340

13,441,467

13,477,807

Balance end of the year
2014
Balance beginning of the year
Total comprehensive income
for the year
Capital increase (note 20)
Capital increase expenses
Transfer to reserves
Balance end of the year

•
•
•

10,000,000

-

-

(11,261)

-

-

(9,988,739)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(80,000)

(80,000)

-

-

1,934,045

-

309,658

-

(2,243,703)

-

110,000,000

66,943

19,715,416

197,281

4,980,778

(368,542)

12,390,930

146,982,806

The general banking risk reserve is a restricted reserve and not to be used without the approval of the Central Bank of Jordan.
An amount of JD 1,059,435 as of 31 December 2015 is restricted from the retained earnings (2014: JD 1,121,472), which represents
deferred tax assets, and an amount of JD 318,586 is restricted from the retained earnings (2014: JD 368,542) which represents the
negative fair value reserve.
Included in retained earnings an amount of JD 78,964 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 56,254) which is restricted, representing the
effect of IFRS 9 early adoption, except for the amounts realized through the actual sale.

The accompanying notes from 1 to 43 are an integral part of these financial statements
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

Note

2015

2014

23,904,628

19,340,453

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Profit before income tax
Adjustments for non-cash items
2,008,466

1,988,406

1,519,724

3,304,429

Loss (gains) from sale of property and equipment

1,751

(103,361)

Gains from sale of repossessed assets

(779)

(62,127)

Impairment for lands held for sale

-

155,379

Provision for repossessed assets

49,680

-

Depreciation and amortization
Impairment loss on direct credit facilities

(90,557)

719,189

(452,424)

850,486

Unrealized loss (gain) from financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

32,804

(24,600)

Realized gain from sale of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

(8,560)

(64,269)

Sundry provisions
Accrued interest

Realized gain from sale of financial assets at amortized cost

(419,556)

(94,396)

Effect of exchange rate on cash and cash equivalents

(158,429)

(664,562)

26,386,748

25,345,027

(7,814,415)

(9,910,585)

Operating cash flows before changes in assets and liabilities
Changes in assets and liabilities Increase in deposits at banks and financial Institutions maturing after three months
Decrease in financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Increase in direct credit facilities
Decrease (increase) in other assets

198,495

345,325

(23,863,202)

(19,622,254)

2,759,817

(21,243,112)

Decrease in restricted balances at banks and financial institutions

-

709,055

Decrease in banks’ and financial institutions deposits maturing after three months

-

(10,000,000)

(36,129,539)

80,646,607

767,543

5,431,842

(1,827,783)

2,524,468

(Decrease) increase in customers’ deposits
Increase in margin accounts
(Decrease) increase in other liabilities
Sundry provisions paid
Net cash flows (used in) from operating activities before income tax
Income tax paid
Net cash flows (used in) from operating activities

The accompanying notes from 1 to 43 are an integral part of these financial statements
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(65,127)

(109,847)

(39,587,463)

54,116,526

(6,444,952)

(5,559,709)

(46,032,415)

48,556,817

ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

Note

2015

2014

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
(107,567,955)

(178,830,073)

Sale and maturity of financial assets at amortized cost

112,766,484

154,970,279

Purchase of property and equipment

(1,642,666)

(1,354,428)

Purchase of financial assets at amortized cost

1,071

109,579

Purchase of intangible assets

(236,172)

(212,216)

Net cash flows from (used in) investing activities

3,320,762

(25,316,859)

-

(80,000)

(9,688,870)

(257,806)

415,648

421,144

(9,273,222)

83,338

(51,984,875)

23,323,296

Proceeds from sale of property and equipment

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Capital increase expenses
Dividends paid to shareholders
Increase in loans and borrowings
Net cash flows (used in) from financing activities
Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents
Effect of changes in exchange rate on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of the year
Cash and cash equivalents, end of the year

32

158,429

664,562

48,830,235

24,842,377

(2,996,211)

48,830,235

The accompanying notes from 1 to 43 are an integral part of these financial statements
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

(1) GENERAL INFORMATION
Arab Banking Corporation (Jordan) was established as a public shareholding company on 21 January 1990 in accordance with the
Companies Law No (1) of 1989. Its registered office is Amman - Jordan.
The Bank provides banking services through its head office in Amman and its 27 branches in Jordan and the subsidiary Company.
The Bank’s shares are listed and traded in Amman Stock Exchange.
The Bank and its subsidiary “the Group” financial statements are consolidated in the Arab Banking Corporation – Bahrain financial
statement.
The financial statements were authorized for issue by the Board of Directors in their meeting held on 28 February 2016. These financial
statements require the General Assembly’s approval.
(2) SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Basis of preparation
The accompanying consolidated financial statements of the Bank and its subsidiary have been prepared in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and its interpretations (IFRICs), and in conformity with the applicable laws and
regulations of the Central Bank of Jordan.
The consolidated financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention as modified by the measurement at fair value
of derivatives, financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, and to hedged financial assets and liabilities.
The consolidated financial statements have been presented in Jordanian Dinars (JD) which is the functional currency of the Group.
Changes in accounting policies:
The accounting policies used in the preparation of the consolidated financial statements are consistent with those used in the
preparation of the annual financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2014.
Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements comprise of the financial statements of the Bank and its subsiday over which the Bank has the
power to control the financial and operating policies so as to obtain benefits from their activities. All balances, transactions, income, and
expenses between the Bank and the its subsidiary are eliminated.
There is one subsidiary which is Arab Co-operation for Financial Investments Co. Ltd. (the Company’s) established on 25 January 1990.
The Group owns 100% of the paid in capital amounting to JD 15,600,000. The Company’s main activities include: asset management and
brokerage in securities on behalf of its clients at Amman Stock Exchange and abroad in addition to financial consulting in connection
with securities.
The financial statements of the subsidiary are prepared for the same reporting year as the bank using consistent accounting policies, if
different polices are adopted then adjustments are done to the subsidiary’s financial statements to be in line with the Bank’s policies.
A subsidiary is fully consolidated from the date on which control is transferred to the Bank and cease to be consolidated from the date
on which control is transferred out of the Bank. The results of subsidiary acquired or disposed of during the year are included in the
consolidated income statement from the date of acquisition or up to the date to disposal, as appropriate.
If stand-alone financial statements are prepared for the Bank, the investment in subsidiary will be shown at cost in the statement of
financial position.
Segment reporting
Business segments represent distinguishable components of the Group that are engaged in providing products or services which are
subject to risks and rewards that are different from those of other segments, and are reported based on the reports that are used by
the chief executive decision maker.
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

Geographical segments are associated to products and services provided within a particular economic environment, which are subject to
risks and rewards that are different from those of other economic environments.
Financial assets at amortized cost
Financial assets are measured at amortized cost only if these assets are held within a business model whose objective is to hold the
asset to collect their contractual cash flows and that the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise, on specified dates, to cash
flows constituting solely principal and interest on the outstanding principal amount.
Debts instruments meeting these criteria are initially measured at amortized cost plus transaction costs. Subsequently they are
amortized using the effective interest method, less allowance for impairment and included in finance income/ expenses in the
consolidated income statement. The losses arising from impairment are recognized in the income statement.
The amount of the impairment consists of the difference between the book value and present value of the expected future cash flows
discounted at the original effective interest rate.
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets which are purchased with the aim of resale in the near future in order to generate profit from the short-term market
prices fluctuation or the trading profit margins.
Financial instruments at fair value through profit or loss are initially measured at fair value, transaction costs are recorded in the income
statement at the date of transaction. Subsequently, these assets are revalued at fair value. Gains or losses arising on subsequent
measurement of these financial assets including the change in fair value arising from non-monetary assets in foreign currencies are
recognized in the income statement. Where these assets or portion of these assets are sold, the gain or loss arising are recorded in the
consolidated income statement.
Dividend and interest income are recorded in the consolidated income statement.
Direct Credit Facilities
Direct credit facilities are financial assets with fixed installments initially granted or acquired by the Group and has no market value in
active markets.
Provision for impairment of direct credit facilities is recognized when there is an objective event occurring after the initial recognition
of the facility, that has a negative impact on the estimated future cash flows of the facilities and that can be reliably estimated. The
impairment is charged to the consolidated income statement.
Interest and commission on non-performing facilities are suspended when loans become impaired according to the regulations of the
Central Bank of Jordan.
Loans and the related provision for impairment are written off - when collection procedures become ineffective. The excess in the
allowance of possible loan losses, if any, is transferred to the consolidated income statement, and cash recoveries of loans previously
written - off are credited to income.
Fair value
For investments and derivatives quoted in an active market, fair value is determined by reference to quoted market prices.
For financial instruments where there is no active market, fair value is normally based on one of the following methods:
•
Comparison with the current market value of a highly similar financial instrument.
•
The expected cash flows discounted at current rates applicable for items with similar terms and risk characteristics.
•
Option pricing models.
•
The long-term interest free financial assets and liabilities are carried at the amortized cost using effective interest method, and
discounts / premiums amortization are included in finance income / expense in the consolidated income statement.
The valuation method aims to reflect market expectations and expected risks and rewards when estimating the fair value. Where the
fair value of an investment cannot be reliably measured, it is stated at cost and any impairment in the value is recorded in the income
statement.
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

Impairment of financial assets
The Group assesses at each statement of financial position date whether there is an objective evidence that a financial asset or a
group of financial assets are impaired. If such evidence exists, the recoverable amount is estimated in order to determine the amount of
impairment loss.
Property and equipment
Property and equipment are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment in value. Depreciation is
calculated using the straight-line method to write down the cost of property and equipment to their residual values over their estimated
useful lives. Land is not depreciated. Depreciation rates used are as follows:
٪
Buildings

2-15

Equipment and furniture

9-20

Vehicles

15

Computers
Lease hold improvements

9-25
10

The carrying values of property and equipment are reviewed for impairment when events or changes in circumstances indicate that the
carrying values may not be recoverable. If any such indication exists and where the carrying values exceed the estimated recoverable
amounts, the assets are written down to their recoverable amount, and the impairment is recorded in the consolidated income
statement.
Useful lives of property and equipments are reviewed at the end of each year. If the expectations of useful lives are different from the
carrying value, the change is accounted for as a changes in estimate in future periods.
An item of property and equipment is derecognized upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected from its use or
disposal.
Provisions
Provisions are recognized when the Group has a present obligation arising from a past event and the costs to settle the obligation are
both probable and able to be reliably measured.
Income Tax
Tax expense comprises current tax and deferred taxes.
Tax expense is based on taxable profits, which may differ from accounting profits expense in the income statement. Accounting profits
may include non-taxable profits or tax deductible expenses which may be exempted in the current or subsequent financial years or
accumulated losses that are acceptable as a tax deductions or items that are non taxable or not deductible for tax purposes.
Tax is calculated based on tax rates and laws that are applicable in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan..
Deferred tax is provided on temporary differences at the reporting date between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their
carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to
apply in the period when the asset is realized or the liability is settled, based on laws that have been enacted or substantially enacted at
the reporting date.
The deferred tax assets balance is reviewed at the date of the financial statements and is reduced in the case of the predicted inability
to take advantage of those tax assets partially or totally.
Fiduciary assets
Assets held in a fiduciary capacity are not recognized as assets of the Group. Fees and commissions received for administering such
assets are recognized in the consolidated income statement. A provision is recognized for decreases in the fair value of guaranteed
fiduciary assets below their original principal amount.
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

Offsetting
Financial assets and financial liabilities are only offset and the net amount reported in the statement of financial position when there is
a legally enforceable right to off set the recognized amounts and the Group intends to either settle on a net basis, or to realize the asset
and settle the liability simultaneously.
Revenue and expense recognition
Interest income is recorded using the effective interest method except for fees and interest on non performing facilities, on which
interest is transferred to the interest in suspense account and not recognized in the income statement.
Expenses are recognized using the accrual basis.
Commission income is recognized when services are rendered. Dividend income is recognized when the right to receive payment is
established.
Financial assets recognition
Purchases and sales of financial assets are recognized on the trade date, i.e. the date that the Group commits to purchase or sell the
asset.
Financial derivatives and hedge accounting
For hedge accounting purposes financial derivatives are presented at fair value and the hedge is classified as follows:

•

Fair value hedges:
A fair value hedge is a hedge of the exposure to changes in the fair value of the Group’s recognized assets or liabilities that is
attributable to a particular risk.
For designated and qualifying fair value hedges, the change in the fair value of a hedging derivative is recognized in the
consolidated income statement. The change in the fair value of the hedged item attributable to the risk hedged is recorded as
adjustment to the carrying value of the hedged item and is also recognized in the consolidated income statement.

•

Cash flow hedges
A cash flow hedge is a hedge of the exposure to variability in the Group’s actual and expected cash flows which is attributable to a
particular risk associated with a recognized asset or liability.
For designated and qualifying cash flow hedges, the effective portion of the gain or loss on the hedging instrument is initially
recognized directly in equity, and is subsequently transferred to the consolidated income statement in the period in which it affects
income, or at such time as the hedge becomes ineffective.

•

•

Hedge of net investments in foreign operations
Hedges of net investments in a foreign operation are accounted for by measuring the fair value of the hedging instrument. The
effective portion of the gain or loss on the hedging instrument is initially recognized directly in consolidated equity, while the
ineffective portion of the gain or loss on the hedging instrument is recognized directly in the consolidated income statement. On
disposal of the foreign operation, the cumulative value of any such gains or losses recognized directly in equity is transferred to the
consolidated income statement.
Ineffective hedge
For hedges which become ineffective, gains or losses resulting from the change in fair value of the hedge instrument is recognized
directly in the consolidated income statement.

Derivative financial instruments held for trading
Derivative financial instruments held for trading such as foreign currency forward and future deals, interest rate forward and future
deals, swaps, foreign currency options and others, are initially recorded as other assets / liabilities, and subsequently carried at fair value
in consolidated the statement of financial position. Fair value is determined by reference to current market prices. In case such prices
were not available, the method of valuation is stated. Changes in fair value are transferred to the consolidated income statement.
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

Repurchase and resale agreements
Assets sold with a simultaneous commitment to repurchase at a specified future date (repos) will continue to be recognized in the
Group’s consolidated financial statements due to the Group’s continuing exposure to the risks and rewards of these assets, using the
same accounting policies. The related payments are recognized in the Group’s financial statements as a liability. The proceeds from the
sale are recorded under loans and borrowings. The difference between the sale and the repurchase price is recognized as an interest
expense over the agreement term using the effective interest method.
Assets purchased with a corresponding commitment to resell at a specified future date (reverse repos) are not recognized in the Group’s
financial statements as assets since the Group is not able to control these assets. The related payments are recognized as part of
deposits at banks and financial institutions or direct credit facilities as applicable, and the difference between purchase and resale price
is recognized in the income statement over the agreement term using the effective interest method.
Financial assets pledged as collateral
These are the financial assets that are pledged for other parties, and the other parties have the right to control the asset (sell or repledge). These financial assets continues to be valued using the same accounting policies and classification.
Assets repossessed by the Group
Assets repossessed by the Group are shown in the statement of financial position under “Other assets” at the lower of their carrying
value or fair value. Assets are revalued at the reporting date on an individual basis and impairment losses are recognized in the
consolidated income statement, while revaluation gains are not recognized as income. Reversal of previous impairment losses shall not
result in a carrying value that exceeds the carrying amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognized
for the asset in prior years.
Intangible assets
Intangible assets acquired through business combination are recorded at their fair value on that date. Other intangible assets are
measured on initial recognition at cost.
Intangible assets with finite lives are amortized over the useful economic life, while intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are
assessed for impairment at each reporting date or when there is an indication that the intangible asset may be impaired.
Internally generated intangible assets are not capitalized and are expensed in the consolidated income statement.
Indications of impairment of intangible assets are reviewed, and their useful economic lives are reassessed at each reporting date,
adjustments are reflected in the current and subsequent periods.
Intangible assets include computer software and programs. These intangibles are amortized over their estimated useful lives with rates
ranging between 10% to 20% annually.
Foreign currencies
Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded in the functional currency at the rate of exchange ruling at the date of the
transaction.
Monetary assets and liabilities in foreign currencies are translated into the financial statements functional currencies at rates of
exchange prevailing at reporting date as issued by Central Bank of Jordan. Any gains or losses are taken to the consolidated income
statement.
Translation gains or losses on non-monetary items carried at fair value (such as equity instruments) through equity are included in
equity as part of the cumulative changes in fair value. For non-monetary items carried at fair value through profit and loss, such gains
and losses are taken to the consolidated income statement.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprises cash on hand and cash balances with central banks and cash balances with banks and financial
institutions that mature within three months, less banks and financial institutions deposits that mature within three months and
restricted balances.
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

(3) USE OF ESTIMATES
The preparation of the financial statements requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported
amounts of financial assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent liabilities. These estimates and assumptions also affect the
revenues and expenses and the resultant provisions as well as fair value changes reported in equity. In particular, considerable
judgment by management is required in the estimation of the amount and timing of future cash flows when determining the level of
provisions required for non-performing credit facilities. Such estimates are necessarily based on assumptions about several factors
involving varying degrees of judgment and uncertainty and actual results may differ resulting in future changes in such provisions. We
believe that our estimates in the consolidated financial statements are reasonable and are as follows:
•
Provision for credit facilities impairment losses: The Group reviews its loan portfolios to assess impairment based on Central Bank
of Jordan guidelines and International Financial Reporting Standards.
•
Impairment losses on repossessed assets are determined based on the appraisal reports prepared by certified appraisers and are
reviewed periodically.
•
Income tax is calculated based on the tax rates and laws that are applicable at the reporting date. Deferred tax asset, deferred tax
liability and income tax provisions are calculated and recorded.
•
Provision for lawsuits is provided for based on the Group’s legal advisor opinion.
•
Management periodically re-valuates the useful lives of the tangible and intangible assets in order to assess the depreciation and
amortization for the year based on the useful lives and the general status of these assets and any impairment is charged to the
consolidated income statement.
(4) CASH AND BALANCES WITH CENTRAL BANKS

Cash on hand

2015
JD

2014
JD

6,318,308

6,894,236

Balances at Central Banks803,554

10,335,180

Time and notice deposits

8,000,000

79,000,000

Statutory cash reserve

45,889,653

48,839,992

Certificates of deposits

19,200,000

-

80,211,515

145,069,408

Current and demand deposits

Total

•
•

Except for the statutory cash reserve held at Central Bank of Jordan, there are no restricted balances as of 31 December 2015 and 2014.
There are no certificate of deposits that have maturity period more than 3 months as of 31 December 2015 and 2014.

(5) BALANCES AT BANKS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Local banks and financial
institutions

Total

2015
JD

2014
JD

2015
JD

2014
JD

2015
JD

2014
JD

360,835

680,105

11,449,888

28,434,787

11,810,723

29,114,892

Deposits maturing within 3
months or less

26,186,068

32,524,000

22,131,888

25,574,750

48,317,956

58,098,750

Total

26,546,903

33,204,105

33,581,776

54,009,537

60,128,679

87,213,642

Current and demand deposits

•
•

Foreign banks and
financial institutions

Non-interest bearing balances at banks and financial institutions amounted to JD 3,536,567 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 6,778,908).
There are no restricted balances as of 31 December 2015 and 2014.
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ARAB BANKING CORPORATION (JORDAN)
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

(6) DEPOSITS AT BANKS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
2015
JD

2014
JD

Term deposits maturing between 3 months – 6 months

17,725,000

9,910,585

Total

17,725,000

9,910,585

Foreign Banks and financial institutions

•
•

There are no deposits that have maturity periods more than six months as of 31 December 2015 and 2014.
There are no restricted term deposits as of 31 December 2015 and 2014.

(7) FINANCIAL ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS
2015
JD

2014
JD

847,771

1,070,510

2015
JD

2014
JD

Overdrafts*

22,484,387

23,239,258

Loans and bills **

210,141,180

193,073,978

Shares
(8) DIRECT CREDIT FACILITIES

Consumer lending

Credit cards
Residential mortgages

5,866,188

5,844,505

80,758,737

76,425,472

60,781,143

57,530,497

142,090,260

138,695,447

5,956,997

4,364,114

Corporate lending
Overdrafts*
Loans and bills **
Small and medium enterprises lending “SMEs”
Overdrafts*

8,648,147

6,984,999

16,489,404

26,674,623

553,216,443

532,832,893

(7,865,538)

(8,256,339)

Less: Provision for impairment losses

(20,437,587)

(22,006,714)

Direct credit facilities, net

524,913,318

502,569,840

Loans and bills **
Lending to government and public sector **
Total
Less: Suspended interest

* Net of interest and commission received in advance amounting to JD 30,538 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 28,875).
** Net of interest and commissions received in advance amounting to JD 156,500 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 159,464).

•
•
•

48

At 31 December 2015, non-performing credit facilities amounted to JD 27,868,921 (2014: JD 30,809,502) representing 5.038% (2014:
5.782%) of gross facilities.
At 31 December 2015, non-performing credit facilities; net of suspended interest, amounted to JD 20,003,383 (2014: JD 22,553,163),
representing 3.668% (2014: 4.299%) of gross facilities after deducting suspended interest.
At 31 December 2015, credit facilities granted to or guaranteed by Government of Jordan amounted to JD 16,489,404 (2014: JD
26,674,623), representing 2.981% (2014: 5.006%) of gross facilities.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 31 DECEMBER 2015
(In Jordanian Dinars)

Provision for impairment losses:
The movement on the provision for impairment losses for direct credit facilities is as follows:
Companies
Consumer
JD

Residential
Mortgages
JD

Corporate

SMEs

Total

JD

JD

JD

2015 At 1 January 2015
Charge for the year

12,199,184

161,514

9,267,265

378,751

22,006,714

1,524,288

184,163

(166,870)

(21,857)

1,519,724

Amounts written - off

(5,772)

-

(3,081,988)

(1,091)

(3,088,851)

At 31 December 2015

13,717,700

345,677

6,018,407

355,803

20,437,587

Individual impairment provision

12,239,874

345,677

5,683,844

355,803

18,625,198

Collective impairment provision

1,477,826

-

334,563

-

1,812,389

13,717,700

345,677

6,018,407

355,803

20,437,587

At 1 January 2014

9,595,284

178,672

9,548,492

730,025

20,052,473

Charge for the year

2,622,197

(17,158)

659,178

40,212

3,304,429

(18,297)

-

(940,405)

(391,486)

(1,350,188)

Total
2014 -

Amounts written - off
At 31 December 2014

Individual impairment provision

12,199,184

161,514

9,267,265

378,751

22,006,714

11,094,752

161,514

9,253,714

378,751

20,888,731

1,104,432

-

13,551

-

1,117,983

Total

12,199,184

161,514

9,267,265

378,751

22,006,714

Collective impairment provision
•

Provision for impairment losses that were settled or collected and used for other impaired loans amounted to JD 2,449,396 during 31
December 2015 (2014: JD 1,617,115).

Interest in suspense
The movement on interest in suspense for direct credit facilities by class is as follows:
Companies
Consumer

Corporate

SMEs

Total

JD

Residential
Mortgages
JD

JD

JD

JD

At 1 January 2015

3,532,244

167,312

4,364,253

192,530

8,256,339

Suspended interest during the year

1,290,202

93,301

467,481

68,532

1,919,516

Amounts transferred to income on recovery

(266,227)

-

(461,110)

(579)

(727,916)

2015 -

Amounts written - off

(65,897)

-

(1,514,628)

(1,876)

(1,582,401)

At 31 December 2015

4,490,322

260,613

2,855,996

258,607

7,865,538

2014 At 1 January 2014

2,660,489

156,779

4,358,867

373,025

7,549,160

Suspended interest during the year

1,149,942

10,533

935,245

114,000

2,209,720

Amounts transferred to income on recovery

(193,187)

-

(191,623)

(140)

(384,950)

Amounts written - off

(85,000)

-

(738,236)

(294,355)

(1,117,591)

At 31 December 2014

3,532,244

167,312

4,364,253

192,530

8,256,339
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(9) FINANCIAL ASSETS AT AMORTIZED COST
2015
JD

2014
JD

Unquoted Financial Assets:
Government treasury bills
Government and government guaranteed bonds
Other bonds
Total Unquoted Financial Assets

-

17,004,343

275,294,318

266,572,316

18,488,325

14,984,958

293,782,643

298,561,617

293,782,643

298,561,617

-

-

293,782,643

298,561,617

Bonds and treasury bills analysis:
Fixed rate
Floating rate
Total

•
•
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The maturities of bonds range from 29 days to 5 years.
The bonds average annual interest rate ranges between 2.421% to 8.60%.
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(10) PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Land

Buildings

Vehicles

Computers

JD

Furniture &
Fixtures
JD

JD

Total

JD

Leasehold
improvements
JD

JD

3,011,377

5,934,268

4,143,807

-

-

99,769

436,496

3,112,038

4,788,072

21,426,058

-

175,472

11,963

287,204

JD

2015 Cost:
At 1 January 2015
Additions
Disposals

-

-

(87,909)

-

(323,854)

-

(411,763)

3,011,377

5,934,268

4,155,667

436,496

2,963,656

4,800,035

21,301,499

At 1 January 2015

-

2,711,614

3,099,159

202,921

2,504,277

2,981,888

11,499,859

Depreciation for the year

-

294,380

347,218

47,250

261,792

369,882

1,320,522

Disposals

-

-

(86,594)

-

(322,347)

-

(408,941)

At 31 December 2015

-

3,005,994

3,359,783

250,171

2,443,722

3,351,770

12,411,440

At 31 December 2015
Accumulated depreciation

Net book value

3,011,377

2,928,274

795,884

186,325

519,934

1,448,265

8,890,059

Advance payments on property
and equipment

-

1,278,847

-

-

128,248

-

1,407,095

Net book value of property and
equipment at 31 December 2015

3,011,377

4,207,121

795,884

186,325

648,182

1,448,265

10,297,154

3,011,377

5,934,268

4,155,161

439,342

2,906,020

4,728,752

21,174,920

-

-

598,912

187,000

426,502

90,381

1,302,795

2014 Cost:
At 1 January 2014
Additions
Disposals

-

-

(610,266)

(189,846)

(220,484)

(31,061)

(1,051,657)

3,011,377

5,934,268

4,143,807

436,496

3,112,038

4,788,072

21,426,058

At 1 January 2014

-

2,603,533

3,262,988

351,232

2,483,434

2,565,369

11,266,556

Depreciation for the year

-

108,081

440,951

41,527

240,712

447,471

1,278,742

Disposals

-

-

(604,780)

(189,838)

(219,869)

(30,952)

(1,045,439)

At 31 December 2014

-

2,711,614

3,099,159

202,921

2,504,277

2,981,888

11,499,859

At 31 December 2014
Accumulated depreciation

Net book value

•

3,011,377

3,222,654

1,044,648

233,575

607,761

1,806,184

9,926,199

Advance payments on property
and equipment

-

45,201

-

-

6,432

-

51,633

Net book value of property and
equipment at 31 December 2014

3,011,377

3,267,855

1,044,648

233,575

614,193

1,806,184

9,977,832

Fully depreciated property and equipment that are still in use by the Group amounted to JD 6,746,355 as of 31 December 2015
(2014: JD 5,902,335).
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(11) INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Computer system, software and
key money
2015
JD

2014
JD

1,653,592

2,151,040

236,172

212,216

Amortization for the year

(687,944)

(709,664)

At 31 December

1,201,820

1,653,592

2015
JD

2014
JD

4,502,765

5,605,277

At 1 January
Additions

(12) OTHER ASSETS

Accrued interest and revenues
Prepaid expenses
Assets repossessed by the Bank
Unrealized derivatives gain/ assets
Other receivables (Brokerage Company)
Lands held for sale (Brokerage Company)
Discounted LCs
Other
Total

719,983

654,946

2,708,376

2,788,485

41,249

5,789

334,938

136,240

2,151,868

2,151,868

25,614,670

29,494,892

2,792,871

1,940,452

38,866,720

42,777,949

2015
JD

2014
JD

2,788,485

2,732,951

The movement on repossessed assets during the year is as follows:

At 1 January
Additions

87,798

187,085

Disposals

(118,227)

(131,551)

Impairment loss

(49,680)

-

At 31 December

2,708,376

2,788,485

The Central Bank of Jordan requires the disposal of repossessed assets within a maximum period of two years from the date of
acquisition.
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(13) BANKS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DEPOSITS
2015
Inside
Jordan
JD

2014

Outside
Jordan
JD

Total

Inside
Jordan
JD

JD

Outside
Jordan
JD

Total
JD

Current and demand deposits

-

2,711,808

2,711,808

163,039

37,098,013

37,261,052

Time deposits maturing within
3 months

3,545,000

137,079,597

140,624,597

22,053,000

124,138,763

146,191,763

Total

3,545,000

139,791,405

143,336,405

22,216,039

161,236,776

183,452,815

14) CUSTOMERS’ DEPOSITS
Consumer

Large
Companies

Small and Medium
Enterprises

Government and
public sector

Total

JD

JD

JD

JD

JD

Current and demand deposits

76,807,073

15,612,509

19,148,154

43,443

111,611,179

Saving accounts

21,124,634

92,605

489,915

78

21,707,232

2015 -

Time and notice deposits

259,949,655

187,141,433

46,022,612

24,928,163

518,041,863

Total

357,881,362

202,846,547

65,660,681

24,971,684

651,360,274

72,281,362

22,378,474

14,379,801

790,468

109,830,105

2014 Current and demand deposits
Saving accounts

•
•
•
•

22,083,019

70,832

166,715

77

22,320,643

Time and notice deposits

269,245,472

171,774,932

89,638,103

24,680,558

555,339,065

Total

363,609,853

194,224,238

104,184,619

25,471,103

687,489,813

Jordan Government and public sector deposits amounted to JD 24,971,684 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 25,471,103) representing
3.834% (2014: 3.705%) of total customers’ deposits.
Non-interest bearing deposits amounted to JD 116,597,485 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 115,243,131) representing 17.901% (2014:
16.763%) of total deposits.
Restricted deposits amounted to JD 18,134,398 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 18,333,743) representing 2.784% (2014: 2.667%) of total
deposits.
Dormant accounts amounted to JD 16,483,204 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 11,097,132).

(15) MARGIN ACCOUNTS
2015
JD

2014
JD

32,401,105

30,288,741

Margins on indirect credit facilities

9,628,501

10,223,888

Others

2,425,198

3,174,632

44,454,804

43,687,261

Margins on direct credit facilities

Total
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(16) LOANS AND BORROWINGS
Amount
JD

Total no. of
payments

Outstanding
payments

Instalments
maturity

Collaterals

Interest
rate

2015 Borrowing from Central Bank of Jordan *

5,006,575

1

1

9 months

Bills upon request

2.000%

Borrowing from Central Bank of Jordan **

1,350,000

28

28

Semi annual

-

2.500%

Real Estate Mortgage Refinance Company***

1,780,044

236

84

monthly

Mortgage deeds

6.809%

1

1

9 months

Bills upon request

2.750%

8,136,619
2014 Borrowing from Central Bank of Jordan *

5,011,681

Borrowing from Central Bank of Jordan **
Real Estate Mortgage Refinance Company***

675,000

14

14

Semi annual

-

2.500%

2,034,290

236

96

monthly

Mortgage deeds

6.809%

7,720,971
* The amounts borrowed from the Central Bank of Jordan which amounted JD 5,006,575 represent industrial sector support borrowing.
** The amount borrowed from the Central Bank of Jordan which amounted to JD 1,350,000 represent the Arab Fund for Economic and
Social Development loan agreement to finance micro small, small and medium enterprises.
*** At 31 December 2015, borrowed funds which were re-lent to customers as credit facilities amounted to JD 1,780,044
(2014: JD 2,034,290) at an average interest rate of 7.709% (2014: 7.709%).
(17) SUNDRY PROVISIONS
Balance at
1 January
JD

Provided
during the
year
JD

Utilized
during the
year
JD

Transfers

JD

Reversed
back to
Income
JD

Balance at
31 December
JD

2015 Lawsuits provision and other liabilities

609,868

25,000

-

3,545

-

638,413

Others

1,397,638

244,080

(65,127)

(3,545)

(359,637)

1,213,409

2,007,506

269,080

(65,127)

-

(359,637)

1,851,822

584,868

25,000

-

-

-

609,868

813,296

694,189

(109,847)

-

-

1,397,638

1,398,164

719,189

(109,847)

-

-

2,007,506

Total
2014 Lawsuits provision and other liabilities
Others
Total
(18) INCOME TAX
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A- Income tax liabilities
The movements on the income tax liability is as follows:
2015
JD
At 1 January
Income tax paid

2014
JD

5,279,582

4,601,414

(6,444,952)

(5,559,709)

Income tax liability for the year

8,215,306

6,237,877

At 31 December

7,049,936

5,279,582

2015
JD

2014
JD

Current income tax liabilities

8,215,306

6,237,877

Deferred tax assets for the year

(701,331)

(714,605)

18,410

1,230

736,469

405,090

(8,610)

(30,606)

8,260,244

5,898,986

Income tax expense appearing in the consolidated income statement represents the following:

Deferred tax liabilities for the year
Reversal of deferred tax assets
Reversal of deferred tax liabilities

B- Deferred tax assets / liabilities:
Movements on temporary differences giving rise to deferred tax assets and liabilities were as follows:
2015
Balance at 1
January
JD

2014

Amounts
released during
the year
JD

Additions
during the
year
JD

Balance at
31 December

Deferred
Tax

Deferred
Tax

JD

JD

JD

a) Deferred tax assets
Provision for impairment losses from prior years

31,617

(300)

-

31,317

10,961

11,066

566,987

(76,855)

-

490,132

171,546

198,446

Differences in impairment provision for direct
credit facilities

1,098,639

(596,935)

-

501,704

175,597

384,523

Provision for employees’ bonuses

1,506,963

(1,506,963)

1,971,000

1,971,000

689,850

527,437

-

-

32,804

32,804

11,481

-

3,204,206

(2,181,053)

2,003,804

3,026,957

1,059,435

1,121,472

Fair value reserve

Others
Total
b) Deferred tax liabilities
Fair value reserve

80,363

-

41,120

121,483

42,519

24,109

Gain on revaluation of financial assets at fair
value through profit or loss

24,600

(24,600)

-

-

-

8,610

104,963

(24,600)

41,120

121,483

42,519

32,719

Total
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The movement on deferred tax assets/ liabilities account is as follows:
2015

At 1 January

2014

Assets
JD

Liabilities
JD

Assets
JD

Liabilities
JD

1,121,472

32,719

787,032

62,095

Additions

701,331

18,410

742,954

1,230

Released

(763,368)

(8,610)

(408,514)

(30,606)

At 31 December

1,059,435

42,519

1,121,472

32,719

C-The reconciliation between taxable profit and the accounting profit is as follows:
2015
JD

2014
JD

Accounting profit

23,904,628

19,340,453

Non-taxable income

(4,539,908)

(3,756,000)

3,501,825

3,622,956

(22,710)

24,998

22,843,835

19,232,407

34.55%

30.50%

Non-tax deductible expenses
Realized gains on financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Effective income tax rate
The statutory tax rate on banks in Jordan is 35% and the statutory tax rate on the subsidiary is 24%.

A final settlement with Income Tax Department was made for the bank and the subsidiary until the end of the year 2013.
The Bank submitted its income tax declaration with Income Tax Department for the year 2014, however, the Income Tax Department did
not issue its final decision up until the date of these consolidated financial statements.
(19) OTHER LIABILITIES

2015
JD

2014
JD

2,998,193

4,553,129

273,028

149,200

Accounts payables

7,615,717

11,397,934

Accrued expenses

2,691,675

2,208,126

491,024

566,987

1,975,588

1,788,187

71,144

60,000

2,593,164

323,574

Accrued interest expense
Revenues received in advance

Unrealized derivatives loss/ liability
Certified checks
Board of Directors remuneration
Incoming transfers
Others
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(20) PAID IN CAPITAL
Paid in capital
The paid in capital amounted to JD 110,000,000 divided in to 110,000,000 shares at a par value of JD 1 per share (2014: JD 110,000,000).
Dividends Paid
The General Assembly approved in its meeting held on 27 April 2015, the distribution of cash dividends amounting to JD 9,900,000
equivalent to 9% of the paid in capital.
Proposed cash dividends
The Bank’s Board of Directors proposed in its meeting on 28 February 2016 to distribute cash dividends to the shareholders amounting
to JD 9,900,000 equivalent to 9% of the paid in capital.
(21) RESERVES
Statutory Reserve
As required by the Jordanian Companies Law, 10% of the profit before tax is transferred to the statutory reserve. This reserve is not
available for distribution to shareholders.
Voluntary Reserve
This balance represents up to 20% of the profit before tax transferred to the voluntary reserve during current and previous years. The
reserve shall be used at the discretion of the Board of Directors, and it is distributable to shareholders.
General banking risk reserve
This reserve is appropriated from retained earnings in compliance with the regulations of the Central Bank of Jordan.
The use of the following reserves is restricted by law:
Description

Statutory reserve
General banking risk reserve

Amount
JD

Restriction Law

22,105,879

Banks and Companies Law

5,358,240

Central Bank of Jordan

(22) FAIR VALUE RESERVE

Hedge derivatives
JD
2015 Balance at 1 January

(368,542)

Unrealized gains

76,855

Deferred tax assets

(26,899)

Balance at 31 December

(318,586)

2014 Balance at 1 January

(404,882)

Unrealized gains

11,415

Deferred tax assets

24,925

Balance at 31 December

(368,542)

The fair value reserve is presented net of deferred tax assets of JD 171,546 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 198,446).
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(23) INTEREST INCOME

2015
JD

2014
JD

157,513

160,050

20,695,230

19,662,168

1,119,745

1,309,398

6,046,219

5,843,996

Overdrafts

2,997,786

2,881,274

Loans and bills

8,012,676

9,239,734

Overdrafts

365,591

331,373

Loans and bills

682,695

536,633

Government and public sectors

1,536,161

2,431,913

Balances at central banks

1,381,267

1,459,517

478,670

454,113

14,731,221

17,677,793

474,622

397,586

2,666,853

2,654,625

61,346,249

65,040,173

2015
JD

2014
JD

1,824,424

2,654,273

140,237

65,696

54,029

51,076

16,840,538

23,386,304

1,227,113

1,313,175

255,392

295,232

1,433,936

1,233,305

858,990

909,993

22,634,659

29,909,054

Direct credit facilities
Consumer lending
Overdrafts
Loans and bills
Credit cards
Residential mortgages
Corporate lending

Small and medium enterprises lending “SME’s”

Balances at banks and financial institutions
Financial assets at amortized cost
Interest income on interest rate swap contracts
Interest income on margin trading financing for the subsidiary's customers
Total
(24) INTEREST EXPENSE

Banks and financial institutions deposits
Customers’ deposits Current accounts and demand deposits
Saving accounts
Time and notice deposits
Margin accounts
Loans and borrowings
Deposit guarantee fees
Interest paid on interest rate swap contracts
Total
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(25) NET COMMISSION INCOME

2015
JD

2014
JD

Direct credit facilities

1,735,169

1,563,885

Indirect credit facilities

1,683,829

1,918,173

Total

3,418,998

3,482,058

2015
JD

2014
JD

Trading in foreign currencies

785,695

364,064

Revaluation of foreign currencies

158,429

664,562

Total

944,124

1,028,626

Commission income -

(26) NET GAIN FROM FOREIGN CURRENCIES

(27) GAIN FROM FINANCIAL ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS

Realized gain
JD

Unrealized loss
JD

Dividend income
JD

Total
JD

Shares

2,560

(32,804)

61,249

31,005

Bonds

6,000

-

-

6,000

Total

8,560

(32,804)

61,249

37,005

45,318

24,600

64,991

134,909

2015

2014
Shares
Bonds

18,951

-

-

18,951

Total

64,269

24,600

64,991

153,860
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(28) OTHER INCOME

2015
JD

2014
JD

1,379,285

1,434,932

619,573

865,069

26,535

21,164

260,844

278,807

111,494

70,843

(973)

10,110

16,533

7,010

Returned cheques commission

110,283

98,582

Salaries transfer commission

302,258

298,073

Postal charges

563,560

458,491

Others

736,478

863,207

4,125,870

4,406,288

2015
JD

2014
JD

Salaries and benefits

9,001,782

8,452,036

Employees’ bonuses

2,141,677

1,664,375

Social security contribution

1,043,436

952,817

Medical expenses

405,313

374,994

Training expenses

108,346

109,328

26,898

18,843

154,448

137,736

12,881,900

11,710,129

Brokerage commission
Visa card income
Management and consulting fees
Transfers commission
Recovery of debts written off
Capital (loss) gain
Rent income

Total
(29) EMPLOYEES’ EXPENSES

Per diems
Others
Total
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(30) OTHER EXPENSES

2015
JD

2014
JD

Duties and licenses

600,086

939,986

Computer expenses

932,469

798,154

Advertising expenses

642,532

436,750

22,362

31,208

Head office expenses (Bahrain)

188,947

200,030

Communication

885,185

746,542

1,607,201

1,594,972

Board of Directors’ expenses

419,672

362,083

Printing and stationery

489,476

435,682

Borrower’s transactions expenses

391,452

358,493

40,979

45,717

8,412

11,745

303,346

302,115

64,363

51,466

ATMs’ expenses

160,655

72,957

VISA collection fees

128,914

272,406

Others

497,251

573,435

7,383,302

7,233,741

2015
JD

2014
JD

15,644,384

13,441,467

110,000,000

110,000,000

0/142

0/122

Travel expenses

Rent

Consultation expenses
Subscription and magazines
Professional fees
Board of Directors’ remuneration

(31) EARNINGS PER SHARE

Profit for the year
Weighted average number of shares

Basic and diluted earnings per share (JD/ Fils)
The diluted earnings per share equals the basic earnings per share.
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(32) CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

2015
JD

2014
JD

Cash and balances with central banks maturing within three months

80,211,515

145,069,408

Add: Balances at banks and financial institutions maturing within 3 months

60,128,679

87,213,642

(143,336,405)

(183,452,815)

(2,996,211)

48,830,235

Less: Banks and financial institutions’ deposits maturing within 3 months
Total
(33) DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

The table below shows the positive and negative fair values of derivative financial instruments together with the notional amounts
analyzed by their term to maturity.
Par value maturity
Positive fair
value
JD“000

Negative
fair value
JD“000

Total notional
amount
JD“000

Within 3
months
JD“000

3 – 12
months
JD“000

1 – 3 years
JD“000

More than
3 years
JD“000

41

1

68,486

61,396

7,090

-

-

-

490

21,554

-

-

11,344

10,210

41

491

2015 Derivatives held for trading
Hedge interest rate swap contract*
Total
2014 Derivatives held for trading

6

-

36,338

36,338

-

-

-

Hedge interest rate swap contract*

-

567

18,789

-

-

5,672

13,117

Total

6

567

The notional amounts indicate the volume of transactions outstanding at the year end and are neither indicative of the market risk nor
the credit risk.
* The Bank has entered into an interest rate swap contracts as a hedging instrument against foreign currency bonds to hedge the risk
of interest rates.
(34) RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The accompanying consolidated financial statements of the Group include the following subsidiary:
Paid in capital
Company name

Arab Co- operation for Financial Investments Company Ltd

Ownership

2015
JD

2014
JD

100%

15,600,000

15,600,000

All the balances and transactions between the Bank and the subsidiary company were eliminated.
The Group entered into transactions with parent and affiliated companies, directors, senior management and their related concerns in
the ordinary course of business at commercial interest and commission rates. All the loans and advances granted to related parties are
performing advances and are free of any provision for credit losses.
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The following related party transactions took place during the year:
Related party

Total

Parent and
affiliated
companies

Senior
management

Bank’s
employees

Board of
Directors

2015
JD

2014
JD

-

3,263,823

7,691,094

1,884

10,956,801

10,431,146

Deposits at banks and financial institutions

40,264,570

-

-

-

40,264,570

32,530,366

Banks and financial institutions deposits

49,789,898

-

-

-

49,789,898

83,244,390

-

1,695,967

1,241,967

1,380,438

4,318,372

3,209,643

Letters of guarantee

12,611,714

-

500

2,000

12,614,214

22,283,553

Letters of credit

6,392,126

-

-

-

6,392,126

14,782,196

21,553,600

-

-

-

21,553,600

18,788,500

756,264

123,805

168,893

77

1,049,039

1,007,501

(1,703,762)

(68,759)

(43,988)

(22,872)

(1,839,381)

(1,927,270)

Statement of financial position:
Direct credit facilities

Customers’ deposits
Commitments and contingent liabilities

Interest rate swap contracts
Income statement:
Interest and commission income
Interest and commission expense

Interest rates on credit facilities range between 5% - 11% while interest rates on customers’ deposits range between 0.5% to 4%.
Compensation of the key executive personnel is as follows:

Salaries and bonuses

2015
JD

2014
JD

2,711,354

2,413,426

(35) FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
The Bank uses the following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the fair value of financial instruments by valuation technique:
Level 1: quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
Level 2: other techniques for which all inputs that have a significant effect on the recorded fair value are observable, either directly or
indirectly from market information and;
Level 3: other techniques which use inputs that have a significant effect on the recorded fair value that are not based on observable
market data.
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The following table shows an analysis of financial instruments recorded at fair value by level of the fair value hierarchy:
Level 1
JD

Level 2
JD

Level 3
JD

Total
JD

742,216

-

105,555

847,771

21,592,327

272,190,316

-

293,782,643

41,249

-

-

41,249

-

491,024

31 December 2015
Financial assets
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets at amortized cost
Unrealized gains on financial derivatives
Financial liabilities
Unrealized losses on financial derivatives

491,024

31 December 2014
Financial assets
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets at amortized cost

964,955

-

105,555

1,070,510

18,864,961

279,696,656

-

298,561,617

5,789

-

-

5,789

-

566,987

-

566,987

Unrealized gains on financial derivatives
Financial liabilities
Unrealized losses on financial derivatives
(36) FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS NOT CARRIED AT FAIR VALUE

The financial instruments include cash balances, balances with banks and central banks, direct credit facilities, other financial assets,
customers’ deposits, banks’ deposits and other financial liabilities.
There are no material differences between the carrying values and fair values of the financial instruments.
(37) RISK MANAGEMENT
Credit & Risk department uses the best practices that ensures compliance to the underlying policies and procedures, either those issued
by the Central Bank of Jordan or by the ABC Group making use of the various systems and applications that are in place as well as
through continuous update for its policies and procedures.
The Risk management process within the bank, includes the identification, quantification and measurement of financial and nonfinancial risks which may carry a negative impact on the bank’s performance and reputation.
The Bank’s senior management is responsible to identify the main elements of components of risk arising from its activities, the
quantification of such risks , identifying the acceptable risk tolerance for the bank and ensure proper risk diversification among the
bank’s various departments and functions.
During 2015, the Bank resumed implementation of the Internal Capital Adequacy process (ICAAP) document and policy, which encompass
the quantification and measurement tools used to calculate capital adequacy and legal liquidity ratios based on the medium terms
business strategy. The Bank was able to maintain a high level of capital adequacy ratio in addition to acceptable levels of liquidity that
enables it to meet stress testing scenarios and comply with ICAAP and Basel III requirements, in accordance with the specified time frame.
The Risk management framework within the Bank places emphasis on the need to maintain a well-diversified credit portfolio extended
to companies operating within vital economic sectors and at the same time curtail lending and reduce exposures towards risky sectors
thus reflecting an effective credit risk management in a manner that aligns between return and risk. During 2015, the Bank embarked on
launching and providing credit and services to the Medium Enterprise Companies in line with the Central Bank of Jordan’s instructions.
Credit made available for this segment was made in compliance with a specialized credit policy developed for this purpose and which
included a specialized scoring system for assessment of the financial and non- financial factors which took into account the type of the
concerned companies, the qualification of the management, the relative sector performance and the companies’ track record and history
with other banks.
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It is worth mentioning that during 2015, the Bank finished updating its risk related policies, including liquidity risk policy, credit risk policy
and the inclusion of a dedicated section to handling large exposures in line with the Central Bank of Jordan’s regulations and updating
the Trading and Investment limits and its approval by the Board of Directors. The Bank has also put in place a medium term Risk
Strategy of three years based on the bank’s business strategies in addition to updating its Risk Appetite Statement including economic
sectors credit limits. The Bank also ensures to make periodic review of the policies in order to mitigate the possible risks.
(37/A) Credit Risks
Credit Risk arises in the event of the failure of any counterparty to meet its commitments towards the Group thus leading into financial
losses. The Bank segregates its credit portfolio into four segments including those credits granted to the government, financial
institutions and banks, commercial customers which ranges from corporate clients to SMEs, as well as retail credits that includes personal
loans, housing loans and other products such as credit cards and car loans. These policies covered the requirements and processes that
should be complied with for the assessment of borrowers, in addition to specialized risk rating systems (Moody’s Risk Analyst) for the
assessment of corporate relationship and specialized scoring system catered for risk ratings for medium enterprises and retail borrowers.
The Bank ensures proper diversification of its credit portfolio in terms of counterparties, economic sector and geographic areas to
minimize the concentration risks. For the purpose of monitoring credit risk, the board risk committee convenes periodically to assess
and address the underlying issues through reports providing detailed breakdown for the portfolio in terms of Tenor, economic sector,
risk rating, Risk adjusted return on Capital (RAROC) and geographic distribution of the portfolio. Additionally provision adequacy is being
monitored periodically through the provision adequacy committee and its reporting to the board’s audit committee.
Details of the direct credit facilities portfolio are stated in Note 8. The Group’s other off balance sheet financial position obligations
carrying credit risks are detailed in Note 41.
1.

Credit risk exposure, before the effect of mitigation through the use of master netting and collateral agreements and after
impairment provisions and suspended interest.
2015
JD

2014
JD

73,893,207

138,175,172

Balances at banks and financial institutions

60,128,679

87,213,642

Deposits at banks and financial institutions

17,725,000

9,910,585

220,283,733

206,426,313

80,152,447

76,096,646

193,997,000

182,594,426

Items included in the statement of financial position:
Balances at central banks

Direct credit facilities:
Consumer lending
Residential mortgages
Corporate:
Large corporate lending
Small and medium enterprises lending

13,990,734

10,777,832

Lending to government and public sectors

16,489,404

26,674,623

293,782,643

298,561,617

30,380,657

35,612,056

1,000,823,504

1,072,042,912

Financial assets at amortized cost
Other assets
Total items included in the statement of financial position
Items not included in the statement of financial position
Letters of guarantee

80,612,926

76,668,739

Letters of credit

27,923,103

35,598,286

Acceptances

18,170,483

9,197,190

Unutilized commitments
Total items not included in the statement of financial position
Grand Total

35,567,277

29,346,974

162,273,789

150,811,189

1,163,097,293

1,222,854,101
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The Group attempts to minimize the credit risk through obtaining various types of collaterals wherever warranted. For this purpose,
acceptable collaterals against credits are listed below:•
Mortgage on properties
•
Pledge over financial instruments such as equities/ shares
•
Bank guarantees
•
Cash collateral
•
Government guarantees
The management conducts periodical monitoring and assessment for the market value of the above mentioned collaterals and requests
additional collaterals for cases where the relative collateral declines in value.
2.

Distribution of credit exposure by level of risk:
Consumer

Residential
mortgages

Corporate

SME’s

JD

JD

JD

JD

Government
and public
sectors
JD

Banks &
Financials
Institutions
JD

Total

JD

2015
Low risk
Acceptable risk

3,194,517

751,752

2,498,935

434,125

369,186,256

94,610,171

470,675,756

213,805,565

76,744,284

190,893,183

13,212,628

-

27,638,043

522,293,703

Past due*
38,526,479

18,121,913

55,611,558

9,177,103

1,489,404

-

122,926,457

From 31 to 60 days

Up to 30 days

5,832,821

5,507,274

6,837,998

363,824

-

-

18,541,917

Watch list

4,948,911

2,127,890

936,271

275,177

-

-

8,288,249

Non performing:
Substandard
Doubtful
Loss
Total
Less: Suspended interest
Less: provision for impairment losses
Net

431,108

-

-

6

-

-

431,114

1,071,259

30,708

342,552

-

-

-

1,444,519

15,586,962

1,220,187

8,499,368

686,771

-

-

25,993,288

239,038,322

80,874,821

203,170,309

14,608,707

369,186,256

122,248,214

1,029,126,629

(4,490,322)

(260,613)

(2,855,997)

(258,606)

-

-

(7,865,538)

(13,717,699)

(345,677)

(6,018,408)

(355,803)

-

-

(20,437,587)

220,830,301

80,268,531

194,295,904

13,994,298

369,186,256

122,248,214

1,000,823,504

2014
Low risk
Acceptable risk

3,667,552

696,743

2,222,120

581,245

453,020,178

101,730,765

561,918,603

199,736,427

72,118,131

179,931,985

10,026,874

-

40,119,373

501,932,790

Past due*
33,276,988

13,077,008

36,289,214

4,424,855

-

3,470,626

90,538,691

From 31 to 60 days

Up to 30 days

5,635,697

7,688,403

6,530,282

32

-

-

19,854,414

Watch list

4,158,216

3,062,706

412,745

11,403

-

-

7,645,070

855,839

113,072

161,224

-

-

-

1,130,135

Non performing:
Substandard
Doubtful
Loss
Total

2,423,113

28,173

525

113,751

-

-

2,565,562

11,863,466

493,189

14,138,916

618,234

-

-

27,113,805

222,704,613

76,512,014

196,867,515

11,351,507

453,020,178

141,850,138

1,102,305,965

Less: Suspended interest

(3,532,244)

(167,312)

(4,364,253)

(192,530)

-

-

(8,256,339)

Less: provision for impairment losses

(12,199,183)

(161,514)

(9,267,266)

(378,751)

-

-

(22,006,714)

Net

206,973,186

76,183,188

183,235,996

10,780,226

453,020,178

141,850,138

1,072,042,912

* The total debt exposure is considered as past due in case of the existence of one unpaid instalment, principal and/or interest, and in
case, of an overdraft exposure exceeding limit.
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Distribution of collaterals against credit facilities:
Consumer

Residential
mortgages

Corporate

SME’s

Total

JD

Government
and public
sectors
JD

JD

JD

JD

2,723,591

733,854

2,478,057

426,812

16,844,901

23,207,215

26,852,924
90,830

74,985,198

24,408,402

9,443,005

-

135,689,529

2,126,001

821,051

271,818

-

3,309,700

JD

2015
Collateral against
Low risk
Acceptable risk
Watch list
Non performing:
Substandard
Doubtful
Loss
Total
Cash margin
Real estate
Traded equities
Vehicles and machinery
Total

2,740

-

-

-

-

2,740

443

30,707

82,731

-

-

113,881

2,413,466

911,912

2,472,587

106,068

-

5,904,033

32,083,994

78,787,672

30,262,828

10,247,703

16,844,901

168,227,098

10,193,332

209,595

8,376,795

2,835,253

-

21,614,975

244,883

73,256,537

13,404,500

6,827,483

-

93,733,403

20,722,741

-

6,959,833

-

-

27,682,574

918,574

-

750,988

43,833

-

1,713,395

32,079,530

73,466,132

29,492,116

9,706,569

-

144,744,347

2014
Collateral against
Low risk
Acceptable risk
Watch list

3,103,480

1,379,486

2,193,692

444,896

26,674,623

33,796,177

27,273,999

62,985,241

24,441,333

5,135,803

-

119,836,376

103,961

2,572,491

254,869

11,367

-

2,942,688

13,271

113,072

160,726

-

-

287,069

Non performing:
Substandard

51

28,173

-

113,751

-

141,975

2,472,454

251,377

3,854,721

66,976

-

6,645,528

Total

32,967,216

67,329,840

30,905,341

5,772,793

26,674,623

163,649,813

Cash margin

10,199,379

194,867

9,022,642

1,692,728

-

21,109,616

353,609

67,104,368

15,644,999

3,931,421

-

87,034,397

21,403,570

-

5,342,301

-

-

26,745,871

Doubtful
Loss

Real estate
Traded equities
Vehicles and machinery
Total

1,006,193

-

825,398

148,644

-

1,980,235

32,962,751

67,299,235

30,835,340

5,772,793

-

136,870,119

Rescheduled Debts:
Rescheduled debts are debts which have been previously classified as non-performing credit facilities, then excluded from the nonperforming credit facilities as a result of a rescheduling process, and then classified as watch list. The credit facilities that were
rescheduled during 2015 totaled to JD 631,173. (2014: JD 299,992).
Restructured Debts:
Restructuring process refers to re-organizing the credit facilities standing in respect to adjust payments, extending the life of the credit
facilities, postponing some payments or extending the grace period etc, and then classifying such facilities as watch list. Restructured
debts during 2015 totaled JD 2,046,407. (2014: JD 1,563,622).
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3.
Bonds and treasury bills:
The table below shows the classifications of bonds and treasury bills and their grading according to external rating agencies:
Within financial assets at amortized cost
Risk Rating Class

Rating agency

A3

2015
JD

2014
JD

Moody’s

3,545,000

3,545,000

Baa1

Moody’s

3,578,869

3,606,219

Baa3

Moody’s

2,155,364

-

A+

Fitch

3,545,000

3,545,000

BBB-

Fitch

5,664,092

4,288,739

Governmental

-

275,294,318

283,576,659

293,782,643

298,561,617

Total
4.

The Bank’s credit exposure concentration are analysed by the following geographical regions:
Inside Jordan Other Middle
Eastern
countries
JD
JD

Europe

Asia *

Africa

America

Other
Countries

Total

JD

JD

JD

JD

JD

JD

2015
Balances at central banks

73,893,207

-

-

-

-

-

-

73,893,207

Balances at banks and financial
institutions

26,548,620

2,278,960

20,064,501

4,078

152,022

11,072,643

7,855

60,128,679

Deposits at banks and financial
institutions

-

-

-

-

-

17,725,000

-

17,725,000

Direct credit facilities:
Consumer
Residential mortgages

220,283,733

-

-

-

-

-

-

220,283,733

80,152,447

-

-

-

-

-

-

80,152,447
193,997,000

Corporate:
193,997,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

Small and medium enterprises lending

Large corporate lending

13,990,734

-

-

-

-

-

-

13,990,734

Lending to government and public sector

16,489,404

-

-

-

-

-

-

16,489,404

275,294,318

14,213,869

2,119,091

2,155,365

-

-

-

293,782,643

4,452,211

262,142

17,220

25,613,095

-

35,989

-

30,380,657

Total 2015

905,101,674

16,754,971

22,200,812

27,722,538

152,022

28,833,632

7,855

1,000,823,504

Total 2014

963,749,102

25,864,361

40,355,408

23,605,842

108,372

18,354,303

5,524

1,072,042,912

Bonds and treasury bills within:
Financial assets at amortized cost
Other assets

* Excluding Middle East countries.
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5.

An industry sector analysis of the Group’s credit exposure concentration:

Balances at central banks

Financial

Industrial

Commercial

Real estate

Agriculture

Shares

Services

Consumer

Total

JD

Public and
government
JD

JD

JD

JD

JD

JD

JD

JD

JD

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

73,893,207

73,893,207

Balances at banks and
financial institutions

60,128,679

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

60,128,679

Deposits at banks and
financial institutions

17,725,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17,725,000

2,172,706

116,466,918

42,701,807

88,591,119

946,946

23,567,342

31,874,386

202,102,690

16,489,404

524,913,318

Direct credit facilities
Bonds and treasury bills
within:
Financial assets at
amortized cost

18,488,325

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

275,294,318

293,782,643

Other assets

26,095,078

40,152

7,961

123,152

147

-

51,030

553,810

3,509,327

30,380,657

Total 2015

124,609,788 116,507,070

42,709,768

88,714,271

Total 2014

153,304,484

45,602,956

85,477,889

92,759,447

947,093 23,567,342
76,941

22,807,372

31,925,416 202,656,500

369,186,256 1,000,823,504

31,235,374

453,020,177

187,758,272

1,072,042,912

(37/b) Market Risk
Market risk arises from losses caused from on or off balance sheet financial positions as a result to fluctuation in interest rates,
exchange rates or prices of equities/ shares . Market risk is monitored and managed by the market risk section which reports to risk
management department as well as certain committees including the Assets & Liabilities Committee (ALCO) , the board risk committee
and head office risk management.
During 2015, the Bank finalized updating of its market risk policies including the liquidity risk policy including liquidity contingency plan
and the trading and Investments limits and got the approval by the Board of Directors on these policies.
The Bank manages market risk arising from its investments in bonds, equities, foreign exchange position, derivatives and certificate
of deposits through adopting various advanced tools and techniques, such as Value At Risk (VAR), which is being calculated on a daily
basis based on the historical simulation run as well as on various assumptions including one day Time Horizon and 99% confidence level.
VAR results are being compared with the profit & loss for the various portfolios on a daily basis.
The Bank also calculates the interest rate risks for the various financial tools that are affected by changes in interest rates as well as
major currencies that the bank deals in through using the Basis Point Value (BPV).
Below is the market risk exposure according to VAR
Effect of
Currency risk
JD “000

Effect on
Equity*
JD “000

Effect of
overlapping
JD “000

Total
JD “000

Average

(22,160)

-

-

(22,160)

Higher

(48,212)

-

-

(48,212)

Lower

-

-

-

-

Average

(18,121)

-

(7,221)

(25,342)

Higher

(47,503)

-

-

(47,503)

Lower

24,106

-

1,418

25,524

2015 -

2014 -

* Trading Portfolio
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Below is the financial instruments sensitivity to changes in interest rates:
2015 –
By instrument type (BPV = DV01)
Financial Instrument
Bonds

DV01 value
JD “000
(40,852)

Bonds maturity gap
Certificates of deposits and money market
Interest rate swap / Currency swap
Certificates of deposits

155
7,930
(10)

2014 By instrument type (BPV = DV01)
Financial Instrument
Bonds

DV01 value
JD “000
(40,982)

Bonds maturity gap
Certificates of deposits and money market
Interest rate swap / Currency swap

67
4,094

2015By currency (BPV = DV01)
Currency

DV01 value
JD “000

EURO

(298)

2014By currency (BPV = DV01)
Currency
EURO

DV01 value
JD “000
(247)

Interest Rates Risks
Interest Re-Pricing Gap
Interest rate risk arises from the movement of interest rates on the various financial instruments held by the Bank as a result to the
maturity gaps between assets and liabilities, or as a result of re-pricing of interest rates within a certain period of time.
The Assets and Liabilities Committee (ALCO) is responsible for the management of the impact of the movement of interest rate on the
bank’s financial performance, and its leveraging and monitoring through hedging using swaps or other derivative instruments.
The Bank distributes its assets and liabilities, based on either the residual time for re-pricing or the residual maturities.
The Bank also incorporates the level of interest rate risk undertaken in the banking book into its overall assessment of capital adequacy
through using the ICAAP model in line with the approved ICAAP policy.
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Classification is based on repricing of interest rate or maturity whichever is closer.
Less than
1 month
JD

1–3
months
JD

3–6
months
JD

6 – 12
months
JD

1–3
years
JD

More than 3
years
JD

Non-interest
bearing
JD

Total

27,200,000

-

-

-

-

-

53,011,515

80,211,515

37,883,337

18,708,775

-

-

-

-

3,536,567

60,128,679

Deposits at banks & financial
companies

-

-

17,725,000

-

-

-

-

17,725,000

Financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss

-

-

-

-

-

-

847,771

847,771

399,751,361

59,589,347

63,586,110

270,158

148,661

549,312

1,018,369

524,913,318

3,000,145

28,528,315

16,999,778

73,188,034

161,872,369

10,194,002

-

293,782,643

-

-

-

-

-

-

10,297,154

10,297,154

JD

2015 Assets
Cash and balances at central banks
Balances at banks and financial
institutions

Direct credit facilities
Financial assets at amortized cost
Property and equipment
Intangible assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,201,820

1,201,820

Deferred tax assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,059,435

1,059,435

-

-

-

13,252,050

38,866,720

73,458,192 162,021,030

10,743,314

Other assets

14,228,626

11,386,044

-

Total assets

482,063,469

118,212,481

98,310,888

Banks and financial institution deposits

98,703,502

44,632,903

-

-

-

Customers’ deposits

317,866,829

122,591,268

62,748,928

31,458,667

32,707,114

-

-

-

84,224,681 1,029,034,055

Liabilities

Margin accounts

-

-

143,336,405

97,097

-

116,597,485

651,360,274

-

-

11,747,690

44,454,804

Loans and borrowings

-

-

1,780,044

5,006,575

96,429

1,253,571

-

8,136,619

Sundry provisions

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,851,822

1,851,822

Income tax provision

-

-

-

-

-

-

7,049,936

7,049,936

Deferred tax liabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

42,519

42,519

Other liabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

20,024,530

20,024,530

Total Liabilities

449,277,445

167,224,171

64,528,972

36,465,242

193,526

1,253,571

157,313,982

876,256,909

32,786,024

(49,011,690)

33,781,916

36,992,950

161,827,504

9,489,743

(73,089,301)

152,777,146

Interest rate sensitivity gap
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Less than
1 month
JD

1–3
months
JD

Cash and balances at central banks

79,000,000

-

-

-

-

-

66,069,408

145,069,408

Balances at banks and financial
institutions

58,694,304

21,740,430

-

-

-

-

6,778,908

87,213,642

Deposits at banks & financial
companies

-

-

9,910,585

-

-

-

-

9,910,585

Financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,070,510

1,070,510

404,200,953

46,500,359

46,906,818

680,281

2,278,003

338,970

1,664,456

502,569,840

10,087,000

11,950,113

25,682,550

38,807,357

198,948,947

13,085,650

-

298,561,617

Property and equipment

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,977,832

9,977,832

Intangible assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,653,592

1,653,592

3 – 6 6 – 12 months
months
JD
JD

1 – 3 More than 3 Non-interest
years
years
bearing
JD
JD
JD

Total
JD

2014 Assets

Direct credit facilities
Financial assets at amortized cost

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,121,472

1,121,472

Other assets

Deferred tax assets

25,211,906

2,116,034

2,166,952

-

-

-

13,283,057

42,777,949

Total assets

577,194,163

82,306,936

84,666,905

39,487,638

201,226,950

13,424,620

101,619,235

1,099,926,447

Liabilities
Banks and financial institution deposits

146,602,815

36,850,000

-

-

-

-

-

183,452,815

Customers’ deposits

338,760,745

119,396,225

80,886,233

33,203,479

-

-

115,243,131

687,489,813

Margin accounts

32,702,230

-

-

-

-

-

10,985,031

43,687,261

-

5,011,681

-

-

2,034,290

675,000

-

7,720,971

Loans and borrowings
Sundry provisions

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,007,506

2,007,506

Income tax provision

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,279,582

5,279,582

Deferred tax liabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

32,719

32,719

Other liabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

23,272,974

23,272,974

Total Liabilities

518,065,790

161,257,906

80,886,233

33,203,479

2,034,290

675,000

156,820,943

952,943,641

59,128,373

(78,950,970)

3,780,672

6,284,159

199,192,660

12,749,620

(55,201,708)

146,982,806

Interest rate sensitivity gap
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Concentration in currency risk
US Dollar

Euro

JD

JD

Sterling
Pound
JD

Japanese
Yen
JD

Other

Total

JD

JD

2015
Assets
Cash and balances at central banks

11,808,097

143,767

89,873

-

30,744

12,072,481

Balances at banks and financial institutions

25,582,866

28,645,534

3,460,543

4,078

2,111,211

59,804,232

Deposits at banks and financial institutions

17,725,000

-

-

-

-

17,725,000

Direct credit facilities

89,468,199

-

-

-

-

89,468,199

Financial assets at amortized cost

21,592,327

-

-

-

-

21,592,327

Other assets

26,827,707

1,001,495

1,218

-

12,679

27,843,099

Total Assets

193,004,196

29,790,796

3,551,634

4,078

2,154,634

228,505,338

Liabilities
Banks and financial institutions’ deposits
Customers’ deposits
Margin accounts
Other liabilities

83,856,199

417,103

-

-

-

84,273,302

118,494,906

25,025,793

3,477,742

1,224

123,922

147,123,587

4,420,579

2,072,605

5,256

-

178,841

6,677,281

6,494,845

718,325

62,317

-

2,082,062

9,357,549

Total Liabilities

213,266,529

28,233,826

3,545,315

1,224

2,384,825

247,431,719

Net concentration in the statement of financial position

(20,262,333)

1,556,970

6,319

2,854

(230,191)

(18,926,381)

120,516,739

24,789,552

869,075

82,432

13,934,400

160,192,198

Net concentration off statement of financial position
2014
Assets
Cash and balances at central banks

12,538,330

7,122,364

494,327

-

15,408

20,170,429

Balances at banks and financial institutions

46,034,410

27,073,460

4,076,041

4,082

2,675,488

79,863,481

Deposits at banks and financial institutions

-

9,910,585

-

-

-

9,910,585

Direct credit facilities

55,803,248

-

9

-

53

55,803,310

Financial assets at amortized cost

18,864,961

-

-

-

-

18,864,961

Other assets

30,307,520

7,219

35

-

-

30,314,774

Total Assets

163,548,469

44,113,628

4,570,412

4,082

2,690,949

214,927,540

102,780,842

2,441,042

202

-

-

105,222,086
110,688,958

Liabilities
Banks and financial institutions’ deposits
Customers’ deposits

67,292,278

39,442,086

3,861,262

1,268

92,064

Margin accounts

4,468,979

1,679,724

5,518

-

-

6,154,221

Other liabilities

6,907,943

481,910

723,901

-

2,606,025

10,719,779

Total Liabilities

181,450,042

44,044,762

4,590,883

1,268

2,698,089

232,785,044

Net concentration in statement of financial position

(17,901,573)

68,866

(20,471)

2,814

(7,140)

(17,857,504)

Net concentration off statement of financial position

142,421,504

13,811,210

1,189,982

35,587

2,164,359

159,622,642
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(37/C) Liquidity Risks
Liquidity risk arises from the Bank’s inability to secure the required source of funding that enables it to meet its commitments in a timely
manner . Such risk results mainly from the Bank’s inability to liquidate its assets . For the purpose of mitigating such risk, the Bank
assumes diversification in its sources of funding and through the management of its assets and liabilities in a manner that ensures
conformity between the maturities of its assets and liabilities and the availability of sufficient cash to meet its commitments.
Within the general strategy framework, the Bank ensures achieving good return from its investments through reviewing and managing
liquidity at various levels such as treasury, financial control, risk management as well as ALCO . The process involves reviewing and
assessing the maturities of the various assets and liabilities, analysing the source of funds including customers deposits, inter and
intra Bank deposits and placements of correspondence and subsidiary banks. In addition to the distribution of customers deposits in
accordance with the various business segments .
Assets maturities are based on the residual period until final maturity of the various contracts without taking into account the actual
maturity which is reflected through the historical data for deposits .
The Bank ensures maintaining legal liquidity ratios above the minimum stipulation of the Central Bank of Jordan regulations at 100% in
all currencies and at 70% in local currency.
1) The table below summarises the maturity profile of the Bank’s financial liabilities at 31 December based on contractual undiscounted
repayment obligations:
Less than
1 month
JD “000

1–3
months
JD “000

3–6
months
JD “000

6 – 12
months
JD “000

1 – 3 More than
years
3 years
JD “000 JD “000

No fixed
maturity
JD “000

Total
JD “000

98,787

44,708

-

-

-

-

143,495

435,581

123,221

63,474

32,186

16,299

3,371

5,494

6,365

103

-

-

654,565

5,888

8,232

-

21

43

65

5,215

45,649

679

2,573

-

-

-

-

8,596

-

-

1,852

-

1,852

2,208

-

-

-

4,842

-

-

-

-

7,050

-

43

-

-

-

13,610

3,260

43

1,067

1,354

243

490

-

20,024

566,506

174,603

74,942

45,163

6,913

13,147

213,917

112,250

94,997

151,174

248,150

197,047

-

881,274

Banks and financial institutions’
deposits

146,784

36,941

-

-

-

-

Customers’ deposits

455,751

120,308

80,900

33,215

-

15,629

2,571

3,834

9,275

5,794

21

5,078

65

133

576

2,249

-

8,122

-

-

-

-

-

2,008

-

2,008

1,946

446

2,887

-

-

-

-

5,279

2015
Liabilities
Banks and financial institutions’
deposits
Customers’ deposits
Margin accounts
Loans and borrowings
Sundry provisions
Income tax provision
Deferred tax liabilities
Other liabilities
Total
Total Assets (expected maturities)

-

11,499 1,029,034

2014
Liabilities

Margin accounts
Loans and borrowings
Sundry provisions
Income tax provision
Deferred tax liabilities

-

183,725

-

-

690,174

7,901

-

45,004

-

-

-

33

-

-

-

33

16,441

3,693

1,163

1,295

88

593

-

23,273

Total

636,572

169,037

88,849

43,951

6,458

12,751

-

957,618

Total Assets (expected maturities)

282,105

99,471

92,076

123,061

299,506

192,076

11,631

1,099,926

Other liabilities
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2) The table below summarizes the maturities of financial derivatives as of the date of the financial statements:
a) Financial liabilities that are settled net consist of:
1. Interest rate derivatives: interest rate swap contracts, interest rate forward contracts, interest rate swap contracts traded in
unregulated markets, other interest rate contracts, and interest rate future contracts traded in regulated markets and interest rate
option contracts traded in regulated markets.
1 – 3 years
JD

3 or more years
JD

Total
JD

Interest rate swap

(112,235)

(377,897)

(490,132)

Total

(112,235)

(377,897)

(490,132)

Interest rate swap

(25,949)

(541,038)

(566,987)

Total

(25,949)

(541,038)

(566,987)

2015 Derivatives held for hedging

2014 Derivatives held for hedging

b) Financial liabilities that are settled gross consist of :
1. Foreign currencies derivatives: foreign currencies forward contracts and foreign currencies swap contracts.
Less than
1 month
JD

1–3
months
JD

3–6
months
JD

Total
JD

2015
Derivatives held for trading:
Currency exchange rate swaps
- Cash outflow

14,778,373

46,574,818

7,092,000

68,445,191

- Cash inflow

14,788,206

46,608,106

7,090,000

68,486,312

Total Cash outflow

14,778,373

46,574,818

7,092,000

68,445,191

Total Cash inflow

14,788,206

46,608,106

7,090,000

68,486,312

- Cash outflow

7,972,321

28,360,000

-

36,332,321

- Cash inflow

7,968,996

28,369,000

-

36,337,996

Total Cash outflow

7,972,321

28,360,000

-

36,332,321

Total Cash inflow

7,968,996

28,369,000

-

36,337,996

2014
Derivatives held for trading:
Currency exchange rate swaps
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3) Off- financial position items:
Less than
1 year
JD

1–5
years
JD

Total

Letters of credit & Acceptances

39,574,855

6,518,731

46,093,586

Unutilized commitments

35,567,277

-

35,567,277

Letters of guarantee

59,641,101

20,971,825

80,612,926

134,783,233

27,490,556

162,273,789

40,211,578

4,583,898

44,795,476

JD

2015

Total
2014
Letters of credit & Acceptances
Unutilized commitments

29,346,974

-

29,346,974

Letters of guarantee

60,313,530

16,355,209

76,668,739

129,872,082

20,939,107

150,811,189

Total

Operational Risks
Operational risk arises from losses impacting the Bank’s revenues or its capital as a result to inefficient or inadequate internal
procedures & controls such as IT systems, Human Resources or may be caused by external events of tangible effect on the Bank’s
operations. The aforementioned also includes legal risks however excludes reputation and strategic risks.
For the purpose of calculating regulatory capital against reputation risk and strategic risks which are highly correlated with liquidity
risks, the Bank has developed a Qualitative scorecard which is being used on a quarterly basis and forms a part of the ICAAP process.
Within the operational risk framework, the Bank continued in collecting and updating loss data and Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) on the
designated internal system for this purpose. The Bank has also developed and updated the Risk and Control Self- assessment (RCSA)
methodology, where the assessment is now based on processes each transaction/ process and have started reviewing the credit
process in all its stages and through the participation of all involved parties .
The Bank also continued implementation of the Group Control wide standards. The aim of such standards is to secure the existence of
sound and unified controls and procedures across the various units operating within the ABC Group as well as identifying areas with
weak controls and putting in place an action plan to handle such weaknesses within a reasonable time frame.
On the Business Continuity side and under the management of the Crisis Management team, the Bank has updated its Business
Continuity policy as well as the Business Impact Analysis (BIA) .
Under the supervision of the Crisis Management team, the bank undertook two comprehensive business continuity tests during 2015
to ensure the adequacy and continuity of operations through the Disaster recovery centers including London site which is used as a
disaster recovery center for ABC Bahrain.
(38) SEGMENT INFORMATION
A. Information on Group business segment:
For management purposes the Bank is organised into three major operating segments measured in accordance with the reports send
to the chief executive decision maker:
• Retail banking.
• Corporate banking.
• Treasury.
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These segments are the basis on which the Bank reports its primary segment information.
Total
Consumers
JD

Corporate
JD

Treasury
JD

Other
JD

2015
JD

2014
JD

Total income

31,508,512

16,053,973

22,635,443

93,874

70,291,802

74,205,401

Impairment loss on direct credit
facilities

(1,348,451)

188,727

(360,000)

-

(1,519,724)

(3,304,429)

Segmental results

20,371,024

9,923,191

15,749,330

93,874

Unallocated expenses

46,137,419

40,991,918

(22,232,791)

(21,651,465)

Profit before tax

23,904,628

19,340,453

Income tax

(8,260,244)

(5,898,986)

Net profit for the year

15,644,384

13,441,467

1,015,499,216

1,074,236,668

Other information
Segmental assets

290,820,133

248,438,092

476,240,991

-

-

-

-

13,534,839

13,534,839

25,689,779

Total Assets

290,820,133

248,438,092

476,240,991

13,534,839

1,029,034,055

1,099,926,447

Segmental liabilities

576,994,811

132,505,760

156,492,280

-

865,992,851

943,944,380

-

-

-

10,264,058

10,264,058

8,999,261

576,994,811

132,505,760

156,492,280

10,264,058

876,256,909

952,943,641

Unallocated segmental assets

Unallocated segmental liabilities
Total Liabilities
Capital expenditures

1,878,838

1,566,644

Depreciation and amortization

2,008,466

1,988,406

B. Geographical distribution information
This disclosure represents the geographical distribution of the Group business. The Group operations are mainly concentrated within
the local business.
The following table shows the distribution of the Group’s operating income and capital expenditure by geographical segment:
Inside Jordan

Outside Jordan

Total

2015
JD

2014
JD

2015
JD

2014
JD

2015
JD

2014
JD

Total income

67,785,356

71,337,021

2,506,446

2,868,380

70,291,802

74,205,401

Total assets

932,199,873

991,580,663

96,843,182

108,345,784

1,029,034,055

1,099,926,447

1,688,130

1,427,767

190,708

138,877

1,878,838

1,566,644

Capital expenditures
(39) CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

The Group keeps the capital adequacy monitored according to Basel requirements which was adopted by the Central Bank of Jordan.
A- Description of what is considered capital:
The primary capital of the Bank comprises the following:
Paid in capital
Registered provisions: (statutory reserve, voluntary reserve)
Retained earnings after deducting any deferred taxes or any other restricted amounts.
Investments in capitals of banks and other financial institutions shall be deducted.

•
•
•
•
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The Bank’s supplementary capital comprises the following:
•
Cumulative change in the fair value of financial assets, which undergoes a 55% discount in case it is positive, and is fully included if
negative.
•
General banking risks reserve.
The Bank’s regulatory capital comprises the primary and supplementary capitals.
B- Monitoring authority capital requirements
The Central Bank of Jordan’s instructions require that the regulatory capital minimum limit is an equivalent to (12%) of the risks
weighted assets and off balance sheet assets in addition to market risks. This percentage is considered the minimum limit to capital
adequacy, as the Bank is committed in all cases to maintaining an adequacy percentage exceeding the minimum limit with a suitable
margin, and conforming to the requirements of BASEL II.
C- Methods in achieving the capital management objectives
Capital management involves the optimal employment of sources of funds for the purpose of achieving the highest possible revenue
on the capital, while maintaining the minimum limit required in accordance with laws and regulations. The Bank follows a policy based
on striving to reduce cost of funds to the minimal possible limit through originating low-cost fund resources, working on increasing the
client base, and the optimal employment of such resources in investments with reasonable risks to achieve the highest possible return
on capital.
D- Capital Adequacy Ratio
Capital adequacy ratio is calculated in compliance with the instructions issued by the Central Bank of Jordan which are based on Basel II
Committee decisions. The following represents capital adequacy ratio in comparison to the previous year:
2015
JD

2014
JD

110,000

110,000

67

67

Statutory reserve

22,106

19,716

Voluntary reserve

197

197

Primary capital
Paid up capital
Premium

14,265

11,239

Less: proposed dividends

(9,900)

(9,900)

Less: Intangible assets

(1,202)

(1,654)

(177)

(177)

-

(659)

135,356

128,829

(319)

(369)

General banking risk reserve

5,358

4,981

Total Supplementary capital

5,039

4,612

Less: Investments in banks and financial institutions equity

(177)

(177)

Total regulatory capital

140,218

133,264

Total risk weighted assets

673,274

629,927

Capital adequacy (%)

20.83%

21.16%

Primary capital adequacy (%)

20.10%

20.45%

Retained earnings

Less: investments in banks and financial institutions equity
Less: repossessed assets for more than four years
Total Primary capital
Supplementary capital:
Cumulative change in fair value of financial assets
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(40) MATURITY ANALYSIS OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
The table below shows an analysis of assets and liabilities analysed according to when they are expected to be recovered or settled:
Within 1 year
JD

More than 1 year
JD

Total
JD

Cash and balances at central banks

80,211,515

-

80,211,515

Balances at banks and financial institutions

60,128,679

-

60,128,679

Deposits at banks and financial institutions

17,725,000

-

17,725,000

847,771

-

847,771

259,342,065

265,571,253

524,913,318

121,716,272

172,066,371

293,782,643

1,350,000

8,947,154

10,297,154

Intangible assets

700,000

501,820

1,201,820

Deferred tax assets

1,059,435

-

1,059,435

Other assets

31,307,377

7,559,343

38,866,720

Total Assets

574,388,114

454,645,941

1,029,034,055

2015 Assets

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Direct credit facilities
Financial assets at amortized cost
Property and equipment

Liabilities
Banks and financial institutions’ deposits

143,336,405

-

143,336,405

Customers’ deposits

651,263,177

97,097

651,360,274

Margin accounts

31,287,272

13,167,532

44,454,804

Loans and borrowings

5,260,858

2,875,761

8,136,619

1,851,822

1,851,822

-

7,049,936

Sundry provisions
Income tax provision
Deferred tax liabilities

7,049,936
42,519

-

42,519

Other liabilities

19,290,770

733,760

20,024,530

Total Liabilities

857,530,937

18,725,972

876,256,909

(283,142,823)

435,919,969

152,777,146

Net Assets
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Within 1 year
JD

More than 1 year
JD

Total
JD

145,069,408

-

145,069,408

Balances at banks and financial institutions

87,213,642

-

87,213,642

Deposits at banks and financial institutions

9,910,585

-

9,910,585

2014 Assets
Cash and balances at Central Banks

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

1,070,510

-

1,070,510

Direct credit facilities

231,757,300

270,812,540

502,569,840

Financial assets at amortized cost

86,527,020

212,034,597

298,561,617

1,325,000

8,652,832

9,977,832

Intangible assets

750,000

903,592

1,653,592

Deferred tax assets

1,121,472

-

1,121,472

Other assets

34,043,381

8,734,568

42,777,949

Total Assets

598,788,318

501,138,129

1,099,926,447

Banks and financial institutions’ deposits

183,452,815

-

183,452,815

Customers’ deposits

687,489,813

-

687,489,813

Property and equipment

Liabilities

Margin accounts

31,000,351

12,686,910

43,687,261

Loans and borrowings

5,265,963

2,455,008

7,720,971

Sundry provisions

2,007,506

-

2,007,506

Income tax provision

5,279,582

-

5,279,582

Deferred tax liabilities

32,719

-

32,719

Other liabilities

22,591,796

681,178

23,272,974

Total Liabilities

937,120,545

15,823,096

952,943,641

(338,332,227)

485,315,033

146,982,806

2015
JD

2014
JD

Import LCs

22,700,505

17,700,805

Export LCs

75,156,501

87,049,619

Acceptances

18,170,483

9,197,190

Payments

11,389,802

10,453,022

Performance

37,783,133

22,604,756

Net Assets
(41) CONTINGENT LIABILITIES AND COMMITMENTS

Letters of credit:

Letters of guarantee:

Other

31,439,991

43,610,961

Unutilized commitments

35,567,277

29,346,974

232,207,692

219,963,327

Total
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(42) LAWSUITS
The Bank is a defendant in a number of lawsuits amounting to JD 1,416,451 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 1,526,316). According to
the Bank’s lawyer and Bank’s Management, no material liability will arise as a result of these lawsuits in excess of the amounts already
provided for amounting to JD 638,413 as of 31 December 2015 (2014: JD 609,868).
(43) NEW AND AMENDED INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS
IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers
IFRS 15 specifies the accounting treatment for all revenue arising from contracts with customers. It applies to all entities that enter into
contracts to provide goods or services to their customers, unless the contracts are in the scope of other IFRSs, such as IAS 17 Leases.
IFRS 15 supersedes IAS 11 Construction Contracts, IAS 18 Revenue, IFRIC 13 Customer Loyalty Programmes, IFRIC 15 Agreements for
the Construction of Real Estate, IFRIC 18 Transfers of Assets from Customers; and SIC-31 Revenue—Barter Transactions Involving
Advertising Services. The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018, and early adoption is permitted.
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
During July 2014, the IASB issued IFRS 9 “ Financial Instruments” with all the three phases. IFRS 9 sets out the requirements for
recognizing and measuring financial assets, financial liabilities and some contracts to buy or sell non-financial items. IFRS 9 replaces IAS
39 “Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement”. The Bank has implemented the first phase of IFRS 9 as issued during 2009.
The date of initial implementation of the first phase of IFRS 9 was 1 January 2011. The new version of IFRS 9 will be implemented at the
mandatory date on 1 January 2018, which will have an impact on the recognition and measurement of financial assets.
Equity Method in Separate Financial Statements (Amendments to IAS 27 and IFRS 1)
In August 2014, the IASB amended IAS 27 Separate Financial Statements which restore the option for entities, in the separate financial
statements, to account for investments in subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures using the equity method as described in IAS 28
Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures. A consequential amendment was also made to IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International
Financial Reporting Standards. The amendment to IFRS 1 allows a first-time adopter accounting for investments in the separate financial
statements using the equity method, to apply the IFRS 1 exemption for past business combinations to the acquisition of the investment.
The amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2016, must be applied retrospectively and earlier
adoption is permitted.
IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements – Amendments to IAS 1
The amendments to IAS 1 include narrow-focus improvements related to :
•
Materiality
•
Disaggregation and subtotals
•
Notes structure
•
Disclosure of accounting policies
•
Presentation of items of other comprehensive income (OCI) arising from equity accounted investments
These amendments are not expected to impact the Bank’s financial position or performance. The application of the amendments are not
expected to have a significant impact on the Bank’s disclosures.
The amendments are applicable for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2016. Earlier application is permitted.
Investment entities (Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28)
The amendments address the issues arising in practice in the application of the investment
entities consolidation exception and clarify that:

•
•
•

The exemption from presenting consolidated financial statements applies to a parent entity that is a subsidiary of an investment
entity, when the investment entity measures all of its subsidiaries at fair value.
Subsidiary that is not an investment entity itself and provides support services to the investment entity is consolidated. All other
subsidiaries of an investment entity are measured at fair value.
Application of the equity method by a non-investment entity that has an interest in an associate or joint venture that is an
investment entity: The amendments to IAS 28 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures allow the investor, when applying the
equity method, to retain the fair value measurement applied by the investment entity associate or joint venture to its interests in
subsidiaries.

The amendments are applied retrospectively for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2016. Earlier application is permitted.
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Amendments to IAS 16 and IAS 38: Clarification of Acceptable Methods of Depreciation and Amortization
The amendments clarify the principle in IAS 16 and IAS 38 that revenue reflects a pattern of economic benefits that are generated from
operating a business (of which the asset is part) rather than the economic benefits that are consumed through use of the asset. As
a result, a revenue-based method cannot be used to depreciate property, plant and equipment and may only be used in very limited
circumstances to amortize intangible assets.
The amendments are effective prospectively for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2016, with early adoption permitted.
These amendments are not expected to have any impact to the Bank’s financial statements.
IFRS 16 Leases
During January 2016, the IASB issued IFRS 16 “Leases” which sets out the principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation and
disclosure of leases.
IFRS 16 substantially carries forward the lessor accounting requirements in IAS 17. Accordingly, a lessor continues to classify its leases as
operating leases or finance leases, and to account for those two types of leases differently.
IFRS 16 introduced a single lessee accounting model and requires a lessee to recognize assets and liabilities for all leases with a term of
more than 12 months, unless the underlying asset is of low value. A lessee is required to recognize a right-of-use asset representing its
right to use the underlying leased asset and a lease liability representing its obligation to make lease payments.
The new standard will be effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019. Early application is permitted.
Amendments to IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements: Accounting for Acquisitions of Interests
The amendments to IFRS 11 require that a joint operator accounting for the acquisition of an interest in a joint operation, in which the
activity of the joint operation constitutes a business, must apply the relevant IFRS 3 principles for business combinations accounting.
The amendments also clarify that a previously held interest in a joint operation is not remeasured on the acquisition of an additional
interest in the same joint operation while joint control is retained. In addition, a scope exclusion has been added to IFRS 11 to specify that
the amendments do not apply when the parties sharing joint control, including the reporting entity, are under common control of the
same ultimate controlling party.
The amendments apply to both the acquisition of the initial interest in a joint operation and the acquisition of any additional interests in
the same joint operation.
The amendments are effective prospectively for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2016, with early adoption permitted.
These amendments are not expected to have any impact on the Bank.
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BANK ABC JORDAN DIRECTORY

HEAD OFFICE AND MAIN BRANCHES
BANK ABC JORDAN
Shmeisani, Queen Noor Street, Bank ABCJ
Building – Bldg. 83
P.O.Box: 926691, Amman 11190 Jordan
Tel: (962) (6) 5633500, Fax: (962) (6) 5686291
Email: Info@bank-abc.com
Email: abc.branch1@bank-abc.com
BRANCHES
Wadi Saqra
Arar Street
PO Box: 183072, Amman 11118 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 4613281 - 4615078 - 4613283
F: (962) (6) 4613282
E: abc.branch2@bank-abc.com
Al Wehdat
Al Muthanna Bin Harithah Street
PO Box: 621342 Amman 11162 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 4756240
F: (962) (6) 4756241
E: abc.branch7@bank-abc.com
Tla Al Ali
Wasfi Al Tal Street, Bahjat Gardens Centre
PO Box: 766 Amman 11953 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5688742 - 5688328 - 5686049
F: (962) (6) 5696342
E: abc.branch11@bank-abc.com
Shmeisani
Shmeisani, Matalqa Centre Building
PO Box: 926691 Amman 11190 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5696084 - 5689511 - 5679418
F: (962) (6) 5688571
E: abc.branch15@bank-abc.com
City Mall
King Abdullah Bin Al Hussein The Second
Street, City Mall
PO Box: 2700 Amman 11821 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5829318 - 5853725 - 5853194
F: (962) (6) 5817437
E: abc.branch05@bank-abc.com
Saqf Al Sail
Quriash Street, Down Town
PO Box: 515 Amman 11118 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 4655925 - 4655972 - 4614020
F: (962) (6) 4654843
E: abc.branch20@bank-abc.com
Abu Nseir
Abu Nseir Main Road, Dweikat Center
PO Box: 540366 Amman 11937 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5105087 - 5105062 - 5105127
F: (962) (6) 5105132
E: abc.branch22@bank-abc.com
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Al Huria Street
Al Huria Street
PO Box: 728 Amman 11623 Jordan
T: (962)(6) 4205279 - 4205287 - 4205765
F: (962)(6) 4205904
E: abc.branch27@bank-abc.com
Tabarbour
Tarek Street, Tabarbour Area
PO Box: 267 Amman 11947 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5056108 - 5055769 - 5053158
F: (962) (6) 5055849
E: abc.branch30@bank-abc.com
Irbid
Thirty Street (Omar Al Mukhtar), near
Zamzam Global Markets
PO Box: 3269 Irbid 21110 Jordan
T: (962) (2) 7247815 - 7201860 - 7247816
F: (962) (2) 7248940
E: abc.branch8@bank-abc.com
Aqaba
Al Hamamat Al Tounisieh Street
PO Box: 514 Aqaba, Jordan
T: (962) (3) 2022793 - 2022792 - 2022794
F: (962) (3) 2022796
E: abc.branch17@bank-abc.com
Madaba
Palestine Street, Western District, Opposite
to Imad Al Deen Zinki School
PO Box: 404 Madaba 17110 Jordan
T: (962) (5) 3243619 - 3243640 - 3243579
F: (962) (5) 3243580
E: abc.branch25@bank-abc.com

Jabal Amman
Ibn Khaldoun Street, Al Raja’a Medical
Center, Bldg (2)
PO Box: 2802 Amman 11181 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 4610893 - 4610895 - 4610894
F: (962) (6) 4610918
E: abc.branch14@bank-abc.com
Khalda
Amer Bin Malek Street, Near New English
School
PO Box: 3811 Amman 11953 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5542154 - 5510315 - 5510291
F: (962) (6) 5542153
E: abc.branch03@bank-abc.com
Al Rawnaq
Issa Naoury Street
PO Box: 143840 Amman 11814 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5820462 - 5820976 - 5829549
F: (962) (6) 5815947
E: abc.branch6@bank-abc.com
Queen Rania Al Abdallah Street
Queen Rania Al Abdallah Street, Khalifeh
Center
PO Box: 13076 Amman 11942 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5341639 - 5337143 - 5347823
F: (962) (6) 5347564
E: abc.branch21@bank-abc.com
Al Hashmi Al Shamali
Prince Rashed Street
PO Box: 11371 Amman 11123 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 4953819 - 4923812 - 4923826
F: (962) (6) 4923840
E: abc.branch23@bank-abc.com

Al Salt
Wadi Al Shajara St. , Mohammad Al
Kharabsheh Complex,
Opposite to the Court
PO Box: 268 Al Salt 19110 Jordan
T: (962) (5) 3558864 - 3557619 - 3559628
F: (962) (5) 3557899
E: abc.branch29@bank-abc.com

Marj Al Hamam
HR Princess Taghreed Mohammad Street
opposite to Al Jneidi Complex
PO Box: 817 Marj Al Hamam 11782 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5734307 - 5734306 - 5734305
F: (962) (6) 5734308
E: abc.branch32@bank-abc.com

Bayader Wadi Al Seer
Main Street
PO Box: 140590, Amman 11814 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5823851 - 5861391 - 5861392
F: (962) (6) 5826795
E: abc.branch4@bank-abc.com

Abdoun
Mahmoud Ala’ Al Din street, Building 5
PO Box: 830824 Amman 11183 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5920730 - 5920658 - 5920671
F: (962) (6) 5920657
E: abc.branch28@bank-abc.com

Al Sweifiyah
Ali Nasouh Al Taher Street, Al Haj Issa Al
Hajarat Center, Bldg. 6
PO Box: 851737 Amman 11185 Jordan
T: (962) (6) 5858102 - 5863796 - 5863596
F: (962) (6) 5858107
E: abc.branch9@bank-abc.com

Zerka
King Hussein Street
PO Box: 3805 Zarka 13111 Jordan
T: (962) (5) 3987812 - 3987832 - 3987790
F: (962) (5) 3987785
E: abc.branch12@bank-abc.com

Al Karak
Al Thaniyyeh
PO Box: 17 Karak 61151 Jordan
T: (962) (3) 2387414 - 2387415 - 2387416
F: (962) (3) 2387417
E: abc.branch24@bank-abc.com
Al Mafraq
King Abdullah Bin Al Hussein The Second
Street
PO Box: 1028 Mafraq 2511 Jordan
T: (962) (2) 6230546 - 6230578 - 6230541
F: (962) (2) 6230581
E: abc.branch26@bank-abc.com.jo
Jerash
Main Road, Opposite to Jerash
Archaeological & Festival entrance
PO Box: 1009 Amman 26110 Jordan
T: (962)(2) 6342992 - 6342993 - 6342994
F: (962)(2) 6342995
E: abc.branch31@bank-abc.com
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Bank ABC GROUP DIRECTORY

HEAD OFFICE
Bank ABC (B.S.C.)
ABC Tower, Diplomatic Area
PO Box 5698, Manama
Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: (973) 17 543 000
Fax: (973) 17 533 163
www.bank-abc.com
webmaster@bank-abc.com
Group Chief Executive Officer
Dr. Khaled Kawan
Tel: (973) 17 543 361
Executive Vice President
and Group Chief Operating Officer
Sael Al Waary
Tel: (973) 17 543 708
Executive Vice President
and Group Chief Banking Officer
Ray Ferguson
Tel: (973) 17 543 144
MAJOR SUBSIDIARIES
ABC Islamic Bank (E.C.)
ABC Tower, Diplomatic Area
PO Box 2808, Manama
Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: (973) 17 543 342
Fax: (973) 17 536 379 / 17 533 972
Bank ABC - Jordan
P.O. Box 926691, Amman 11190, Jordan
Tel: (962) (6) 5633 500
Fax: (962) (6) 5686 291
info@bank-abc.com.jo
Bank ABC - Algeria
PO Box 367
38 Avenue des Trois Freres Bouaddou
Bir Mourad Rais, Algiers, Algeria
Tel: (213) (0) 23 56 95 11/22/23
(213) (0) 23 56 95 01
Fax: (213) (0) 23 56 92 08
information@bank-abc.com.dz
Bank ABC - Egypt
1, El Saleh Ayoub St., Zamalek
Cairo, Egypt
Tel: (202) 2736 2684
Fax: (202) 2736 3614 /43
abcegypt@bank-abc.com.eg
Bank ABC - Tunisia
ABC Building, Rue du Lac d’Annecy
Les Berges du Lac, 1053 Tunis, Tunisia
Tel: (216) (71) 861 861
Fax: (216) (71) 960 427 / 960 406
860 921/ 860 835
abc.tunis@bank-abc.com
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Banco ABC Brasil S.A.
Av. Cidade Jardim, 803 - 2nd floor Itaim Bibi - São Paulo - SP CEP: 01453 - 000, Brazil
Tel: (55) (11) 317 02000
Fax: (55) (11) 317 02001
www.abcbrasil.com.br
Bank ABC
Bank ABC House
1 - 5 Moorgate, London EC2R 6AB, UK
Tel: (44) (20) 7776 4000
Fax: (44) (20) 7606 9987
abcib@bank-abc.com
Bank ABC Paris Branch
4 rue Auber, 75009 Paris, France
Tel: (33) (1) 4952 5400
Fax: (33) (1) 4720 7469
abcib.paris@bank-abc.com
Bank ABC Frankfurt Branch
Neue Mainzer Strasse 75
60311 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Tel: (49) (69) 7140 30
Fax: (49) (69) 7140 3240
abcib.frankfurt@bank-abc.com
Bank ABC Milan Branch
Via Amedei, 8, 20123 Milan, Italy
Tel: (39) (02) 863 331
Fax: (39) (02) 8645 0117
abcib.milan@bank-abc.com
Bank ABC Istanbul Representative
Office
Eski Büyükdere Cad. Ayazaga Yolu Sok
Iz Plaza No: 9 Kat:19 D:69
34398 Maslak, Istanbul, Turkey
Tel: (90) (212) 329 8000
Fax: (90) (212) 290 6891
abcib.istanbul@bank-abc.com
Bank ABC Moscow Representative
Office
4th floor, 10 block C
Presnenskaya naberezhnaya
Moscow 123317, Russia
Tel: (7) 495 651 6649
Fax: (7) 495 651 6696
abcib.moscow@bank-abc.com
Bank ABC Nordic Region Marketing
Office
Stortorget 18 - 20
SE - 111 29 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel: (46) 823 0450
Fax: (46) 823 0523
abcib.stockholm@bank-abc.com

Arab Financial Services B.S.C. (c)
PO Box 2152, Manama
Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: (973) 17 290 333
Fax: (973) 17 291 323
ABC (IT) Services Ltd.
Bank ABC House
1 - 5 Moorgate, London EC2R 6AB, UK
Tel: (44) (20) 7776 4050
Fax: (44) (20) 7606 2708
abcits@bank-abc.com

BRANCHES

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES

Bank ABC - Tunis (OBU)
ABC Building, Rue du Lac d’Annecy
Les Berges du Lac, 1053 Tunis, Tunisia
Tel: (216) (71) 861 861
Fax: (216) (71) 860 921/960 406/960 427
abc.tunis@bank-abc.com

Bank ABC - Tripoli
That Emad Administrative Centre Tower 5
16th Floor, PO Box 91191, Tripoli, Libya
Tel: (218) (21) 335 0226
335 0227/335 0228
Fax: (218) (21) 335 0229

Bank ABC - London
Bank ABC House
1 - 5 Moorgate, London EC2R 6AB, UK
Tel: (44) (20) 7776 4000
Fax: (44) (20) 7606 9987
abcib@bank-abc.com

Bank ABC - Tehran
4th Floor West
No. 17 East Haghani Expressway
Tehran 1518858138, Iran
Tel: (98) (21) 8879 1105/8879 1106
Fax: (98) (21) 8888 2198

Bank ABC - New York
27th Floor, 600 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10016 - 1907, USA
Tel: (1) (212) 583 4720
Fax: (1) (212) 583 0921

Bank ABC - Singapore
9 Raffles Place, #60 - 03 Republic Plaza
Singapore 048619
Tel: (65) 653 59339
Fax: (65) 653 26288

Grand Cayman
c/o ABC New York Branch
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